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(SPRING 1970)

& CHAR LES

W, PEEK

THE INEXPRESSIVE MALE &FAM ILY RELAT IONSHIPS
DURING EARLY ADULTHOOD

Throughout t hei r formative year s , most American males are constantly exhorted
to refrain from express ing ce rtain emotions.
"Big boys don't cry! Don' t be such a
sissy! Try to be a man about it!" the y are r epeatedly told. Anger, boi sterous humor,
competitive or athletic enthu s iasm. phys ical or verbal aggression, and s imilar emotion s deemed to be " manly" a r e acceptable.
But "feminine" emotions - - tenderne ss.
com pa s s ion , sentim entality, gentleness, verbal affection, so f t-hearte dness - -are
clearly t o be avoided. Hartley (1959:45 8) and others (Brown 1957, Gray 1957, Hacker
1957) demonstrated that families press t hese demands early in childhood and. frequently. hars hly enforce them; so that, by the time male children reach kinder garten,
many a re " in virtual panic at being caught doing anything traditiona lly defined as feminine . and in ho stility toward anything even hinting a t 'femininity'. including females
themse lves. "
As the male child m oves out from under the family umbre lla into the
sphere of m ale peer groups , the taboo against expressing fee lings characteristic of
females i s reinforc ed and continue d.
According to s tudie s of the male subculture in
schools (Coleman 1962, Hollingshead 1949) , street corner male groups (Hannerz 1968,
Liebow 1967, Whyte 1943), and delinquent gangs (Keiser 1969, Miller 1958, Ro senberg & Silverstein 1969, Short & Strodbeck 1965). to be affectionate, gentle , a nd com passionate towar d others i s not be be " one of the boys. "
The mass media seem t o
convey a sim ilar message.
From the comics a nd cartoons through t he more "adult"
fare, t he male image does not usually include affectionate , gentle , tender , or softhearted behavior, unless originating in a very small male child [for adults to appreciate, not as a mode l for other young male children] or coming from a n old, grayhaired grandfather.
Family, peer g roup, and m as s media , then, converge to set the tune to which
the male must dance.
Confronted with the image projected by t hi s powerful triwnvirate . most young m a les quickly learn that whatever masculine behavior is [ Hartley
a rgued that mascul ine behavior is in most cases pre sented a s something males should
not do rathe r than as something they shou ld dO] , it i s not an expression of gentleness ,
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tenderne ss, compass ion , verba l affection, sentimentality, soft-heartedness , or sim ilar emotions. Avoidance of such emotions i s one of the major "badges of manliness"
that Brenton (1966) discusses.
Quoting a student. he wr ites: "Wom en te ll men how
women fee l. It jus t pours out. But men have to go out and ge t drunk before they open
up. Otherwise, it i sn't manly. " (P 61 ) To the extent that males cannot express such
emotions to s ignificant others (female or male) who desire these emotions . they are
Inexpressive Males.
The focus of this paper is on the marriage and fam ily relationship s of inexpress ive males during the ear ly years of adulthood. We shall follow t he inexpressive m ale
through the role sequence o f single man, husband, and fa ther, examining possible
consequences of his inexpressiveness for the relationships the se roles involve and of
these r e lationship s fo r him.
Di scuss ion of a current t rend toward increased male
expr ess iveness and its implications for these consequences will conclude the paper.

THE INEXPRESSIVE MAL E BEFORE MARRIAGE
As a s tar ting point for consider ing the inexpress ive male before marriage, and
to further illustrate t he meaning of thi s concept, le t us look briefly at two types of in expressive males produc ed by our society, de scribed in deta il e l sewhere (Balswick &
Peek 1970): the Cowboy and the Playboy.
Neither type can reveal verbal affection or
tenderness toward a woman, a major rol e partner of the single man in his early
adu lthood .
The cowboy is exemplified by the type-cast roles played by Gary Cooper
and John Wayne.
In any one of their many Westerns, both Cooper and Wayne represent the s trong, s ilent, two- f i sted, one -hundred percent American male , who i s
somewhat more comfo rtable around his horse than around h i s girl. This is not to say
tha t the cowboy does not like girls or that he is not sexually attracted to them; rather,
t hat he cannot communicate h i s feelings to them.
He relates to them on a "man to
man" basis [the girl is t r eated roughly, bu t not sadistic ally, w ith little hint of gentleness or affection]. Thus. the cowboy has fe e lings for women . but finds it difficult or
nearly impossible to express them.
The playboy is embodied in the pages of Playboy Magazine, and personified by
James Bond. While hi s rela tionship with women i s to be r egarded more in terms of a
Don Juan, he neverthe less treat s women with that same a ir of detachment (frequently
expresse d as "playing it cool") as does the cowboy. But unlike the cowboy. the playboy ha s no fee lings of affection or tenderness toward women; he i s. in a sense. "dead"
inside.
True, he can be very articulate . and very convincing to his partner tha t he
does possess fee lings for he r; but his words are really empty of meaning. and a r e but
a part of hi s technique in "making it" w ith wom e n .
For him, a successful "love"
affair is one enhancing physical pleasure and self - esteem . while personal involvement
and intim ate emotiona l express ion are held to a bare minimum.
The cowboy , then. i s an inarticulate bu t feeling man. while the playboy is an
articulate but non-feeling man.
Viewing these two kinds of inexpressive males as
ideal types. it may be noted that few males fit either type. and furth er that the same
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male may behave according to both types a t different times and with different female
partners.
The inexpressive ma le may be a cowboy with the girl he really likes , in~
capable of sharing himse lf emotionally with her as much as he might desire to . With
the g irl in whom he is sexually interested, he may more closely approximate the playb oy . smoothly articulating expressions of affec tion, tenderness , and the like , precisely because his wo r ds are mere ly a part of the "game" and carry littl e emotiona l
fee ling and commitment.
Whether cowboy or playboy, the inexpressi ve ma le may find that hi s culturally
ingrained ineptitude a t e xpressing certain kinds of emotions exposes him to a good
deal of strain when he takes on the role of a young adult s ingle man .
One of the pri ma ry requirements of thi s role i s that he associate with and show sexual intere st in
s ing le young adult women. In o rder to do thi s , he must gain their cooperation, whi ch
is usuaUy cont ingent upon what he can offer in return. In view of the link between love
and sex which American cultu re has foisted upon women (Ehrmann 1959, Goode 1959) ,
it is difficul t to conceive of many r e la tionship s between s ingle males and femal e s in
which e xpress ions of te nderness and verba l affection are not desi red by women , and
in which the se emotions are major items which men can offer in e xchange for women's
cooperation. McKee & Sheriffs (1959) have presented some evidence that women would
li ke men to express the s e emotions, and t ha t men are ge ne rally cognizant of women's
desires along this line . They found that women do not wis h m en to be le ss masculine
by ceasing to express s uch "manly" em otions as verba l aggr ess i veness and competitive spirit, but preferred them to be mor e "feminine" by adding to their repertoire
suc h e motion s as gentlene ss and te nde rne ss.
To the extent that single women r equest expressions of intimate and personal
em otion s in exchange for th e ir availa bility as social and/or sexual pa rtne rs, the inex pressive male may find himself in a somewhat difficult s ituation . If he is to properly
execu te his role as a single ma le adult by associating with wom en and demonstrating
their attraction to him , he mus t be fairly successfu l at something he has been explicitly tra ine d not t o d o , namely e xpress ing e motions of gentle ness , tendernes s , and
verbal affection toward women.
The inexpressive male as both cowboy and p layboy will experience this strain,
although in different ways . TIle cowboy's s tra in doe s not stem from the tota l absence
of these fee lings (he has a t least the rudiments of them ), bu t from his extreme aw kwardness in conveying t hem .
Because of thi s awkwardness, he frequent ly communi cates insufficient emotions to extend a relationship with a woman beyond its intro duc tory phases. Interpr eting hi s fa ilure to communicate his emotions a s a sign of their
a bs ence , many women will tend to r eciprocate by exhibiting a lack of interes t in him
after one or two dates , br inging the relationship to a grinding ha lt before it can ever
really begin.
The cowboy, then , has difficulty ente ring re la tionship s with women
which are sufficient to meet his personal and role requirements. The playboy's technique and ve rba l s kill, on the other hand, make it easy for him to create the initial
i mpressi on of such feelings a nd thus readily enter relations hip s with women which
progress beyond the initia l date.
However, as t he relationship continues, and the
woman becomes m ore familiar with hi s ways, it becomes increas ing ly difficult for
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him to camouflage hi s absence of fee lings for her.
His is the s train of constantly
having to "fake it." of e xpressing emotions which he really does not feel, and thu s
continuously running the r i s k that his " cover" will be blown, and the relation ship
called off. Hence. hi s problem is not one of entering but of susta ining relations hip s
with women.

THE INEXPRESSIVE MALE AS A HUSBAND
To the degr ee that the inexpressive male tires of constantly beingcaUed upon in
hi s role of single man to express emotions that he has but cannot relate. or that he
does not have but must try to relate. marriage and the role of husband may come to
represent a more and more attractive a lternative.
As a husband, he can r educe the
pressure to express such emotions by presenting the marriage itse lf as e vidence of
his affection [Would I have married you if I didn't love you?].
Furthe r . his wife may
not require him to continua lly demonstrate the degree of affection a nd tenderness
toward her th at a single woman wou ld. because she t oo can r ationa lize the e xi stence
of s uc h emotion s from the marriage relationship [He must love me or he never wou I d
Finally. when the expression of verbal affec tion, tenderness.
ha ve married me.].
and gentle ness toward a woman i s necessary. it can be done with m uch le ss effort and
awkwardness by the man who i s her husband than by one who i s her date.
Most couples , if together long enough. deve lop a se t of s horthand symbols through which they
express certain emotions and de sires, (such as a playful pat on the derriere. a ce rtain
look, or an arm around the shoulder). These symbol s may c onnote the emotion s which
the male i s inept at expr essing and thus require reasonably little "gu t- s pilling" on his
part.
They clearly develop in non -marital as well as marital relationships. But because marital r e la tionship s usually e ndure longer, t he symbols prese nt more ample
opportunity for the deve lopment of a whole a rray of symbol s whic h will fa c ilitate the
expression of "soft" and "feminine " emotions in the least painfu l way possible for
the male.
TIle role of husband, then , provides one solution for the strain the inexpressive
male experie nces in a ttempting to properly play the role of s ingle adult.
This i s not
to say that marriage represents a complete solution or the only solution to this stra in,
or that the male doe s not acquire as many, if not more , of other kinds of stra ins and
dilemmas than he s heds . ,We are only arguing that. for many males, it may represent
an imme diate solu tion to the psychologica l hara ssment they experie nce in attempting
to do something for which society has poorly equipped them. In s hort. the marital
r e la tionship can be seen as a partial escape for the ine xpres s ive male from the world
of single young a dults in which too many demands are m ade on hi s limited ability to
produce certa in types of emotions.
While marriage may have useful consequence s for the ine xpress ive male , the
wife may not define the situation as a solution.
Although the wife may resign herself
to being married t o a person who can communicate his fee lings only through non-verbal symbols. she may s till hold t o t he ideal of a ve rbally expressive hu sband. Such a
marriage s ituation may not be too different from the highly incommunicative marriage
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which Cuber & Ha r roff (1965) describe as the pass ive marriage. TIle consequences of
continued inexpr essiveness on t he part of t he ma le t oward hi s wife may then be dysfunctional to thei r marri age r elation ship.
Burgess & Locke (1955) made the initia l suggestion that the present day Amer i can marriage is more oriented toward companionship and thus car ries a much heavie r
load than in t he pa st.
More r ecently , Blood & Wolfe (1960: 172) have concluded that
"compani on s hip has emerged as the m os t valued aspect of marriage today. " Male in expressiveness w ithin modern affectively - oriented ma rri age re la tionship s , t he n.
wou ld Uke ly dec r ease the chances of a m a rriage s urviving by decreasing the wife ' s
satisfaction with it and thu s giv ing her fewer s takes in its continuance.
But, what may happen for many ma les who were initially very inexpress ive
towa rd all women i s that they learn to increase the ir le ve l of expressive ness toward
women with whom they become se r iously invo lved , perhaps, as we sugges ted earlie r ,
because such r elationsh ip s perm it the development of symbols w hich make it less
painful to express t hese emotions .
He i ss (1 962) investigated em otional exp re ssive ness among casua l daters. serious da te r s w ith no commitment t o ma rri age . and
daters com mitted to marriage .
With increased involvement (that i s . from casual to
committed daters). rna l es bec ome more expressive ; so th at while females we r e
c learly more emotio na lly expressive than m a I e s in the couples who were casua l
daters . among the se riou s daters committed to marriage . ma les were just as emotiona lly expres s ive as females .
Le ik (1963) conducted an intrigu ing experiment in
which he looked a t ma le - female differences when interacting with the s pouse of a
stranger and when interacting with their own m ates .
The male was c lea rly more instrumental and the fema le clearly more expressive when s t range r s to each other ,
but these differences noticeably dim ini shed when they were each ot he r ' s mate .
As
we have p reviou s ly suggested. then , it may be that
. . . li ke the child who learn s a rule and then . throug h further e xperience. begins to unde rstand the exceptions to it, many Ame rican males
may pick up the prinCiple of inexpre ss ive ness toward women , di scovering
it s excep tions as they become m ore exper ie nced in the full r ange of manwoman r e lationships. As a consequence , they may become more expres s ive t oward the ir wives while r emaini ng essentially inexpr ess ive toward
other women- -they learn that the conjugal relationship is one situation
which is an exception to the culrnra l require m e nt of male inexpressive ness . (Ba lswick & Peek 1970: 4)
Such s ituational inexpress i veness . in which t he male becomes more expressive
toward his wife but r e main s ve ry inexpress ive toward other women , could be a dvantageous to prese r ving ma rital relationships in a t least two ways . First. it would seem
to m ake m uch less likely "promiscuous" express iveness toward other women which ,
a lthough not nece ssa rily involving sexual r e la tion s . could easily threaten the stabil ity
of companionsh ip-orie nted marriages.
Expressing "gentle , " "tender , " and "affect iona te" emotions to othe r women wil l not usua ll y endear most males to t heir wi ves .
even if these emotions do not involve sexual r e lations and eve n though t he same
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emotions are expressed towards one's wife. Second, where e xtra-marital sexual relations ~ involved. situational inexpressiveness becomes important as a line of defense against certain possible negative consequences of these relations for mari tal
stability. To the extent that he withholds expressiveness from seJq.lal affa irs with women other than his wife. the chances that a ma le will become committed to a meaningful relationship with these women and thus perhaps decrease his commionent to
his wife seem greatly reduced. By acting as the cowboy or playboy; then, the marr ied
m a Ie may e ffe c ti ve ly ~ob extra - marital sexual relationships of their expressiveness, consequently protecting his marital relationship.

THE INEXPRESSIVE MALE AS A FATHER
Any relief from the troublesome demands for expressiveness which the role of
husband provides inexpressive males may be rather fleeting; for when they become
fathers, a whole new complex of demands confronts them.
First, parenthood seems
to increa se the need of their wives, now also mothers, for emotions of tenderness,
gentleness, and affection. Although the mother is the primary source of gratification
for the infant's rather taxing emotional requirem ents. initially the infant is not able to
direct positive emotions tow ard her in return.
She may thus turn to her husband for
greater emotional input which can serve as encouragement for continuing to meet the
infant's exce ssive emotional needs and which will help to replenish her own spent
emotional resources.
Also. as a new mother, she will like ly be to some degree insecure in her new tasks of infant care (Dye r 1963. Lemasters 1957) and perhaps need
reassurance from her husband in the form of emotional expressivene ss.
Apart from
the mother's emotional needs generated by her association with the infant. her new
motherhood may attack her self- image as an attractive female and thus be another
source of desires for increased expressiveness from her husband.
Having just gone
through the physically unattractive state of pregnancy and finding tha t infant care
leaves her much less time and energy to devote to personal beautification. she may
strongly deSire reassurances in the form of emotional expressiveness that s he i s s till
attractive and loved.
It seems, then, that perhaps the main fun ction of the father
during infancy is more in cOlUlection with the mother than the child (Ba rtemeier 1953);
by promoting her emotional s tability and security. he can enable her to relate more
effec tively to the infant. To do this, however. requires increased expr ess iveness on
his part.
Not only is the new mother likely to increase the expressive load of the male,
but the infant would also seem to add to it.
While the mother is the infant' s main
source of emotional satis faction, the father i s not totally out of the picture.
Benson
(1968: 66) suggest s that "the m odern fathe ~· has more intensive nestling and comfortgiving r e lations with the infant than the peasant father in pre -industrial societies."
Further. as the infant grows into a child, the se expressive tasks may expand to include activities such as providing bodily comfort to the child, exhibiting love and encouragement towards him, and playing with him.
11ms, the father also contributes
to the mounting expressive demands made of the father. a contribution which gets
stronger as the infant grows older.
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Finally. if the inexpressive male has male children, these demands may be especially acute in the early years of his association with them.
Although. as theyapproach adolescence, sons tend to greatly reduce their expressive demands; during
their early years, they can be almost. if not as much. desirous of tenderness, gentleness, and verbal affection as girls.
However, evidence has accumulated which indicates that fathers have more difficulty relating in an emotionally expressive way to a
son than to a daughter. (Bronfenbrenner 1961, Emmerich 1959. Johnson 1963)
Perhaps this is so because a father acquires previous experience and practice at express
ing these emotions to females via his relationship with his wife; or perhaps he is
afraid his son will not grow into a "man" if he treats him in a tender and gentle manner. Whatever the reasons, the presence of male offspring coupled with the inexpressive male's greater difficulty in being emotionally expressive towards them, may intensify the strain of the emotional load he is asked to bear.
Thus far, we have argued that fatherhood requires the inexpressive male to
carry an increased emotional load for which the socialization process has poorly equipped him. Because of cultural conditioning, he has been discouraged from developing the internal psychological skills to adequately meet the demands for emotional expressiveness placed upon him as a father.
What we may have, then, is another example of a discontinuity in cultural conditioning of which Benedict (1938) spoke.
But. if there are culturally-acquired internal or psychological constraints upon
males being expressive fathers, there are also external or structural constraints.
Systemic linkage between the family and the economy provides one example, and the
legal system another.
The fact that the father is usually the main link bet\Yeen the
family and the economy means first that he will not be around the home very much
because his job generally is perfonued elsewhere.
Hence, he will have much less
opportunity to be expressive towards his children even if he so desires, because his
job greatly reduces the time he can spend with them.
He must usually crowd any attempts at expressiveness into a few hours at the end of the work day when his emotional resources for doing so are probably lowest, or into increasingly busy weekends.
He may thus attempt to telescope his emotional expressiveness into these
limited time periods by inventing and improvising short-hand symbols of it, such as
purchasing gifts, taking the family on a brief excursion for milkshakes after dinner,
playing quick-ending games, making jokes, and telling bedtime stories.
Benson
(1968: 67) suggests that "he runs the risk of becoming little more than a stunt man in
the process." The father being the main link bet\Yeen the family and the economy also means that for approximately eight hours a day, he will likely be exposed through
his job to an environment which, by stressing rationality and emotional control rather
than emotional expression (Guttman 1965), will reinforce his initial tendencies not to
be expressive.
Finally, societal nonus regulating ties between the family and the
economy take cognizance of the father as the main pOSition that ties the family into
the economy by stressingthe priority of his work role even when it involves hardships
for the family (hence, making it more difficult for him to leave and thus remove a
basic link bet\Yeen the family and the economy). If the family can possibly do without
the income, a mother is expected to give up her job should it interfere with her relationship to her children; but the father is expected to give priority to his job over his
role as a parent.
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The legal system provides further discouragement to the father's development
of expressive relations with his children by playing down the father-child relationship.
Fatherhood per se, and thus the father-child relationship, is not a legally acceptable
reason for being deferred from the military draft.
Divorce laws express preference
for the mother-child relationship at the expense of the father-child relationship by
usually giving the mother custody of the children and relegating the father to the position of having to seek legal permission to visit his own children.
Fathers can be
brought into court for not financially supporting their children, but laws say little about the absence of their emotional support, unless it results in physical harm to the
child, such as with battered children and cases where children were not properly provided with the physical necessities of life.
Thus, fatherhood entails for the inexpressive male a sudden increase in demands
made upon his capacities to produce e motions of tenderness, gentleness, and verbal
affection, coupled with certain structural constraints against expressing these emotions.
Although his emotional capacities may have been augmented through practice
at expressing such feelings towards his wife, they are still probably rather limited.
Marriage. then. may be for the inexpressive male the lull between the turmoil of the
single man and the turbulence of fatherhood. If the inexpressive male continues at his
same level of expressiveness or even slightly increases it. he will not be able to properly perform the role of father. and the familial relationships of which this role is a
part may consequently suffer.
However, it is possible that he will learn to increase his capacity for and the
level of expressiveness, especially if he has adopted this solution earlier in connection with his wife's expressive demands. Benson (1968:171) has described the fatherchild relationship as a mutually adaptive one, where the father as well as the child adapts himself to the behavior of the other. One of the infants' and children's characteristics with which the father is confronted is the open and honest expression of feelings which may stimulate further expressiveness on his part.
It may be, then, that
through interaction with his children, the inexpressive male develops increasingly
higher levels of expressiveness. thus establishing another situation in which he is not
so reluctant to be tender, gentle, and affectionate. To the extent that this occurs, the
relationship between father and child would probably be strengthened and better able
to withstand later the onslaught of the cultural gap which usually separates older from
younger generations.

CONCLUSION
Briefly recapitulating. we have suggested that the socialization process has rendered many American males inept at expressing emotions such as gentleness, tenderness, and verbal affection by defining such emotions as distinctly urunasculine.
Referring to the product of this process as the inexpressive male. we attempted to examine some of the strains which three of his key roles in early adulthood--single man,
husband, and father--imposed upon his emotional capacity, at the same time considering some possible consequences of his inexpressiveness for the relationships in
which these roles involved him.
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Much of our argument is relevant to the issue of the degree of sex role differentiation in the family, especially as it related to the role of husband/father. Parsons
& Bales (1955) have contended that the husband/father is assigned the instrumental
role, with the expressive domain left to the wife/mother.
However. Kohn & Carrol
(1960). Rossi (1968), and Veroff & Feld (1970) feel that such a division is an oversimplification, in that instrumental and expressive role s show considerable overlap
in day-to-day family living, with fathers (and mothers) being expressive as well as
instrumental. Our discussion suggests that both positions may have me rit. We have
attempted to demonstrate how society is structured in such a way to discourage male
expertise at emotional expressiveness.
Not only do the basic agencies of socialization--family, peer group, mass media-- deter such expression, but continuing constraints emanating from the legal system and the integration of the family into the
economy are placed upon it.
To the extent, then, that the Parsons & Bales position
concerns the structural basis for clear sex role differentiation along the instrumentalexpressive axis, we suggest that it is not too much off the mark. On the other hand,
if attention is directed toward the actual interaction of the husband/father with his role
partners, the personal needs and demands for emotional expressiveness of these role
partners may well have a more immediate and stronger influence than the sometimes
elusive "structure of society." Thus, we have contended that in spite of the structural
basis for male inexpressiveness, pressures generated by the emotional needs of the
wife/mother and child may prod the father to higher levels of expressiveness. Hence,
to the degree that the position expressed by Kahn & Carrol, Rossi, and Veroff & Feld
focuses upon the interaction between the husband/father and his wife and children in
concrete situations, it too would seem to have a good deal of merit.

As a closing comment, we should like to note that there are recent signs of discontentment in our society with the inexpressive male.
In another paper (Balswick &
Peek 1970: 5-6) we have suggested certain conditions which appear to underscore this
discontentment.
The de-emphasis in distinctiveness in dress and fashions between
the sexes, as exemplified in the "hippy" movement, can be seen as a reaction against the rigidly defined distinctions between the sexes which have
characterized American society.
The sexless look, as presently being
advanced in high fashion, is the logical end reaction to a society which has
superficially created strong distinctions between the sexes. Along with
the blurring of sexual distinctions in fashion may very well be the shattering of the strong, sHent male as a glorified type.
There is already evidence of sharp criticisms of the inexpressive male and exposure of him as
constituting a "bangup." Marriage counselors, sensitivity group leaders.
"hippies, ,. and certainly youth in general are critical of inexpressiveness
and are placing great value on openness, emotional expressiveness, and
candid honesty in inter-personal relations.
Should this discontentment become more marked. the inexpressive male may come to
be viewed as a "hangup" rather than the epitomy of masculinity and begin to vacate
the American scene.
His departure could be a rather interesting occurrence for the
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field of sex role differentiation and development by providing new directions in both
conceptu a lization and r esearch.
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The last decade of Ame r ican hist ory , accord ing to many observe r s . ha s bee n
One. a nd
inordinately marked by pr essure s for and r esistances to social change.
perhaps a m ong t he most controvers ia l. of the c ha nge phenomena has been wha t is
som e times labe led as the Moral Revolution. The Moral Revolution primarily r eflects
c ha llenges to assumed "basic" values and "traditional" norm s concerning sexual behavior, bu t it a lso in c ludes cha llenges to r estric tions upon the pub lic a vailability of
"pornographic" book s , magaz ines , and films .
Recently. c itizens in several American communities have taken conce rted ac tion to control what t hey perce ived t o be a n increa se in " sm ut" traffic in the ir locali ties. That conce rte d action usually has taken the for m of ad hoc anti-pornography orga ni za tions , intended to influe nce more stringe nt a nti-pornography legi slation a nd/or
directly t o pres s ure" s mut" retailers to c urtail the ir activities . 1

The purpose of thi s r esearch note i s to present s ome of the socio-politica l c ha racter i stic s of active partic ipants in ad hoc anti-pornography or gani zations , and to test
the gene ral hypothesis th at participant characteristics will be sim ila r to those outlined
by Ho fstadter. 2 Be ll, 3 a nd Lip set. 4 as e xemplary of the members of g r oups which
a re highly resistant to social and politica l c hange. More specifically, we hypothe s ized
t hat the participants in a d hoc ant i - pornography o r ganizations would be in t he middle
income br ac ke t; and when compared with contrast and control groups, they would be
o lder. more often r eared in smaller communities , less we ll- e ducated fonnally, le ss
often in professiona l occupati ons , m ore often associated with dogmatiC re lig ious or gani zations. mor e religiously active, more family and religiously oriented, more
politica lly con servati ve , m 0 r e dogmatic, m 0 r e authoritarian, and less politically
tolerant.
M ETHOD

In the spring and s umme r of 1969, structure d interviews were conducted with
forty - nine ac tive members of an adhoc anti-p ornography organization in a Southwestern
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city of 250, 000 (hereafter refer red to as Southtown) and thirty-s ix active participant s
in a n a d hoc anti- pornography organi zation in a North-Midwestern c ity of 110. 000
(hereafte r referred to as Midville) .
In order to obtain a contrast group, s tructu red
inte rviews were a l so conduc ted with twe nty-s ix active members of a loosely form~d
anti - cen sors hip group in Southtown and with twenty-five active member s of a similar
group in MiDvil le .
He r eaft er , the anti -pornogr aphy o r ganization respondent s will be
referred to as Conporns , and the contrasted a nti-censorship group respondent s wi ll be
referred t o as Proporns . In addition t o interviews with Conporns and Proporns , th irty-e ight group interviews we r e conducted with individuals randomly sampled from t he
same residential areas as the Conporns in Southt own. Due to project time lim itati on s
and respondent availability. only twelve contro l g r oup interviews could be comp le ted
in Midville . not a suffi c ient number to inc lude for analysi s in t his paper.
The numbers of Conporn s and Proporns interviewed adequate ly r epresent, near ly comple te in fact. the universe of centr al. act ive members in both categories.
Among the variables specified in the hypot heses presented above. the following
we r e assessed by structured questiorula ire items: income. age, size of community in
which rear ed, forma l education. occupation. religious affiliation. religi ous act ivity.
farn il and religious orientation, and political ideology. Dogmatism . 5 aut hor itarianism.
and politica l to lerance 7 were assessed by established scale items.

6

RESULTS
As indicated in Table 1. Conporns in both Southtown and Midville had family in comes wh ich placed them i n the middle economic bracket: median incomes of $ 1125 /
month and $1050/ month. respectively. In Southtown. Proporns had a higher median
income ($1247/ month) than Conporns . In Midville. Conporns had a higher median
income ($ 942 / month) than Proporns. The Southtown Conporns were somewhat less
affluent t han the Southtown Controls.
Conporns in both Southtown and Midville were markedly older than Proporn s .
The median age for Southtown Conporns was 41. 0 'J'ears; for Proporns. 35.7 years.
The Southtown Controls had a median age of 40. 9 years. only Slightly less than that of
The Conporns . The median age for Midville Conporns was 48.3 years; for Proporns,
35.0 years.
Over fifty pe r cent of the Southtown Conporn s were reared in communities of
50,000 or fewer persons.
An even higher percentage of the Controls were reared in
communities of that size. In contrast. half of the Southt own Proporns we r e reared in
cities of 100. 000 or more persons , ma ny in cities of 500.000 or more. A larger per centage of Midville Proporns than Conporns were reared in cities of 100,000 or more,
but the differences are less striking than in Southtown.
F urther inspection of Tab le 1 revea l s that Proporns in both Southtown and Midville had considerably more formal education t han Conporns. but Conporns , nonethe-
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TABLE 1
SOCIO-POLITICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPORNS & CONPORt'lS
IN SOUTH TOWN & MIDVILLE & OF CONTROLS IN SOUTHTOWN (Percentages)

South town

Midville

Conporns

Proporns

Control

Conporns

Proporns

(N=49)

(N=26)

(N=38)

(N=36)

(N=25)

Less Than $600
$600 - $1199
$1200 Or More

6.1
51. 0
38.0

7.6
26.9
65.4

7.9
36.9
50 . 0

19 . 4
36.1
38.9

4 .0
64.0
28 . 0

20 - 39
40 - 59
60 & Over

46.9
48.9
4.1

73.0

44.7 a

26.9

0.0

44.8
7.9

27.8
47.0
22.3

64.0
32.0
4.0

53.0 b
8.2
38 . 1

30.7
11.5
50.0

60.6
10 . 5
29.0

33.4
33.3
30.5

36.0
24 .0
40 .0

0.0
0.0
7.7
0.0

13.1
10.5

27.7 c

13.9

29.0

22.2

21.0
5.3
21.0

5.6
8.3
19.4

8.0
0. 0
16.0
4.0
28.0
44.0

42.1
23.7
7.9
18 . 5
2.6
5. 3

41. 7
30 . 6
5.6
11.2

4.0
12.0

11.0

0.0

Family Income (Monthly)

Age

Size Of Communi t y
In Which Reared
Less Than 50,000

50,000 - 99,999
100,000 & Over
Education
High School
Trade School
Some College
Completed College

Some Graduate Work
Graduate Degree

10.2
12.2
40 . 8
14.3
6.1

19.2

14.7

73.1

34.7
32.6
6.1
10.2
14.3
2. 0

69.2
3.8
0.0
0.0

Occupation d
Professional
Managers / Officials
Clerical/Sales
Craftsmen / Operatives

Housewife
Other

11.5

15.4

72.0
12.0

Co ntinued
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South town
Conporns
(N=49)

Proporns
(N=26)

30.6
18.4
6.1
10 . 2
6.1
18.4
0. 0
10.2
0.0

3.8
7. 7
3. 8
7.7
0.0
15.4
15.4
7.7
38.5

46.9
34 . 7
10.2
4. 1
2. 0

40.8
10.2
24 . 5
6.1
6.1

(Continued)

Midville
Conpo rns
(N=36)

Proporns
(N=25)

10 . 5
29 . 0
7.9
21.0
2.6
23. 7
0.0
2.6
2.6

25.0
11.1
8. 3
11.1
13.9

20.0
0. 0
0. 0
4.0
0.0

5.6
13 . 9
8. 3

0. 0
40 . 0
36 . 0

3.8
15.4
15.4
23.0
42.3

18 . 4
39.5
18 . 4
13.2
10.5

22 . 2
36 . 1
22.2
2. 8
2.8

8.0
16.0
16 . 0
16 . 0
44.0

23 . 1
3. 8
42.3
3. 8

50.0
2.6
23.7
13 . 2
5.3

47.2
11.1
16.7
0.0
11.1

44.0
0.0
32.0
12.0
8.0

61. 2
28.6
10.2

76.9
0. 0
23.1

63.2
15 . 8
18.4

11.1
55 . 6
30.6

60 . 0
8.0
32 . 0

69.4
22 . 4

0. 0
88 . 5

71. 0
18 . 4

55.6
36 . 1

4. 0
92 . 0

Control
(N=38)

Religious Affiliation
Catholic
Baptist
Lutheran
Methodist
Presbyterian
Other Protestant e
Jewish
Other
None

Frequency Of Church Attendance
Twice Or More / Week
Once I We ek
Once - Three / Month
Once - Ten / Year
Rarely / Never
Activity
Giving Most Satisfaction
Family
Religio n
Career
Leisu re
Cormnunity

11. 5

Political Preferences
Democrat
Republican
Independent
Political Orientation
Conservative
Liberal

Continued
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a One res pond ent was nine t een years old .
b Percentages do not always sum to 100% because of missing responses and
rounding .
C One respond ent had only a grade school education.
d Occupation of respondent was asked in Southtown . Occupation of head of
household was asked in Midvi l le ; thus , Housewife is not a category .
e Sou th town classification only .

less, were rather we ll- educated. TIle Southtown Conporns were m 0 r e like the Controls in level of education than were the Proporns .
In Southtown and Midville, Catholicism account s fo r the largest percentage of

Conporn r e ligious a ffilia tion. with Methodi s ts and Baptists among the next highest percen tages .
The highest perce ntages of r e ligious affili ation for the South town Controls
were Baptist and Methodist.
Proporns in both Southtown and Mi dville reported r e la tively high percentages of no or other (Unitarian, for example) re ligious affilia tion.
Conporns in both Southtown and Midville are more relig ious ly ac tive , as defined
by chu rc h attendance, t han Proporns .
By far the majority of the Conporns attended
church at least once a week.
Nearly ha lf of the Proporns rare ly or never a ttended
church. The Southtown Conporns wer e mo r e fre quent churchgoers than the Southtown
Control s .
When asked to r a nk the activities which gave them most satisfaction, mor e Conporns than Proporns in both citi es ranked family and religion as first preferences.
Again , the Southtown Conporns compared r e la tive ly favorably with the Southtown ControIs . In both cities more Proporns than Conporns ranked caree r a nd l e i s ure as first
choices for satisfaction, though family was an important con sideration for the Proporns.
Tabl e 1 a l so indicates that more Proporns tha n Conpor ns were Democ r ats in the
two c itie s , though these data are somewha t confounde d by differences in the prevailing
political ideology of the r egiona l D:!:mocratic Pa r ty.
Southtown Conporns we r e more
like the Controls t han we re Southtown Proporns.
More Proporn s d1an Conporns reported them selves to be Independents in both communities .
TIle questionna ire items assessing the political liberalism or conservatism of
the respondents helps t o clarify the na ture of the ir position with regard to politica l
ideology.
Nearly a ll the Proporns in both c ities considered themselves to be politica lly liberal. while large percentages of the Conporns in both c ities reported t hem selves to be politica lly conservative.
Southtown Conporns were much like the Southtown Controls .
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Table 2 reveals that in both Southtown and Midville, Conporns were significantly
more dogmatic, as measured by the D- Scale short form, than Proporns.
Southtown
Conporns were more dogmatic than Southtown Controls. but not significantl y so.

TABLE 2

DOGMATISM, AUTHORITARIANISM, & POLITICAL TOLERANCE HEAN SCALE SCORES
FOR SOUTHTOWN & MIDVILLE PROPORNS & CONPORNS & FOR SOUTHTOWN CONTROLS
Southtown

Midville

Conporns Proporns Difference Controls

( N=49)

(N=26)

2 .93

1. 74

1.19

tar ianism

2.6 2

0.80

Political
Tolerance

3.11

0.38

Dogmatism

Conporns Proporns Difference

(N=38)

(N=32)

(N=2S)

*

2.46

2.22

1. 78

0.44***

1. 82

*

2.49

2.06 a

1. 32

0.74

**

2.73

*

2 . 85

2 .4 7

0.34

2.13

*

Autho ri-

a N

*
**
***

33
.001
. 01
p > . 05
p >
p >

T-test , one- tailed was used to determine statistical difference be t we en
means. Th e response r ange for all three scales was 0 - 6 (Likert).
Hi gher
Dogma tism & Au tho r itar ianism s cale scores ind i cate a higher degree of dogmatism a nd autho r ita ri anism, respec t ively. Higher Poli t ical Tolerance scale
scores indicate less political tolerance .

Sim ilar ly, in both cities. Conporn s were s ignific antly m or e author ita ria n , as
me asured by the F-Scale short form , than Propor ns.
Also s im ilar ly, t he Southtown
Conporns were more author itarian than t he Southto w n Co ntrols. but not s ignifi cantly so.
Finally. Conpor n s in Southtown a nd Midville we r e significantly less politically
tolerant than Pr oporns. Southtown Conporns we re slightly. but not s ignific antly. m ore
politica lly t olera nt than Southtown Contro ls.
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CONCLUSION

Conporns clearly were m iddle income citizens, and the ir involvement in anti pornography ac tivity was consistent with the kind of status politics in which. accor ding to Hofstadte r . Be ll. and Lipse t. conservative mi ddle class types tend t o become
involved . 8
When Conporns and Proporns in both Southtown and Midville were compared, all
of the hypotheses stated at the beginning of this paper wer e supported. as indicated by
the data presented in the Resu lts section and in Tables 1 and 2 above. Conporns were
older. more often reared in smaller communities, less well - educated fonnally. less
often in professional occupations,9 More often associated with dogmatic religious
(especially Catholic) , more re ligiously active, more family and religious ly or iented,
more politically conservative. more dogmatic, more authoritarian, and less po litically tolerant. all a set of characteristics that compares favorably with those described by Hofstadter. Bell. and Lipset as exell18lary of members of groups which are
highly resi stant to social and political change. 1

The Southtown Conporns , however. were less consistently and strikingly differ ent from the Southtown Controls in the directions hypothes ized. Supporting the hypotheses, but often with only slight differences, the Southtown Conporns, when compared
with the Control s, were older, less well - educated formally, less often in professiona l
occupations , more often associated with dogmatic re li gions (at least with Catholicism),
more religiously active, more religiously oriented, more dogmatic, more authoritar ian. and less politically tolerant.
On the other hand, Southtown Conporns were less
often rea r ed in smaller communit ies, less family oriented. and as politically conservative as t he Controls.
TIlls pattern of results might be accounted for by the fact t hat
Southtown i s i n general a conservati ve community in which libera l s, not conservat ives, are the exception (as indicated by the marked differences between Proporns and
Controls on a ll variables measured) and many of the values. norms. and perceptions
associated with an anti -pornography perspective are modal.
In summary. it appears that those socio - politicalcharacteristics which Hofstadter, Bell, and Lipset attribute to members of change - resisting groups were extant a mong the participants in the ad hoc anti-pornography organizations in Southtown and
Midville. The structure, functions , style, and impact of those organizati ons , the effect of participation upon the ir members, and descriptions of other biographical and
psychological characteristics of the members go beyond the scope of this brief research note, but will be elaborated on in future papers .

This research note is a revi sion of a paper presented at the Annual Meet ing of the
Southwestern Sociological Association , Dl llas , 26 - 28 Mar ch 1970. Data for the paper
were drawnfr om a broader study of ad hoc anti-po r nography organizations directed by
Louis A. Zurcher and funded by the-Comm ission on Obscenity & Pornogr aphy. The
authors gratefully acknowledge the research colleaguesbip of George Kirkpatrick,
Robert Cush ing, Nijole Benokraiti s, Marilyn Bidnick, Chad Bowman, Mickie Bowman,
Marilyn Clayton. Rosemary Cooney, Adreain Kirkpatrick, Paula Miller, and Susan
Zurcher. and the secretarial assistance of Barbara Pickett.
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1 See, fo r example: Loui s A. Zurc he r & R. George Kirkpa trick.
The Na tural Histor y Of An Ad Hoc Anti - Pornogr ap hy Organization In Midvi lle. USA, Report
to the Comm is s ion on Obscenity & Pornography (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1970); a nd, Loui s A. Zurcher & Charles K. Bowman. The Natura l His tory Of
An Ad Hoc Anti - Pornography Organi za t ion In Southtown, USA, Report to the Com m i ss i on on Obs ce nity & Por nogra phy
(Wa s hington: Gove rnme nt Printing Office .
1970) •
2 Richard Hofstadter.
Vintage Books , 1967).

The Paranoid Style In Ame rican Politics

(New Yor k:

3

IAn ie l Be ll, ed. .
The New American Right (New Yor k: Crite r i on, 1955);
idem, The Radi ca l Right (New Yor k: Doubleday, 1963) espec ia lly, D. Be ll ,
" The
Di s pos se s sed- -196 2 ," 1- 38.
4 Seymour M. Lipset, "The Source of the radical r ight , " in TIle New Ame r ican Right. ed. D. Be ll, 290 ; idem, " Three decades of the r adical r ig ht , " i n The
Ra dical Right , e d. D. Bell , 317-77.
5 Milton Rokeac h. The Open & C losed Mind (New Yor k: Basi c Books . 1960).
D o g ma ti sm. in this s tudy. wa s mea su r e d by Troldahl & Powe ll ' s s hort fonn of
Roke a ch ' s Dogmati sm Scale. See, Verling C. Troldahl & Fre dri c A. Powe ll.
"A
Short-Form dogm atis m scale for use in fie ld s tudies ,"
Socia l Forces 44 (Decem ber 1965 ) 211- 14.
6 Theodo r e Adorno, El se F renkel- Brunsw i k. Dani e l J. Le vison & R. Nevitt
Sanford,
Th e Authori tar ian Pe r sona lity
(New Yor k: Harpe r , 1950) e spec ially.
222 - 79. Authoritaria ni sm , in thi s s tudy , wa s measured by a modific ation of Sanfo rd
& Olde r ' s s hor t form of Adorno e t a I' s Ca lifor nia F Scale . See. Fillmor e H. Sanford
& H. J. Olde r ,
A Short Author itaria n-Equalitarian Scale .
Progr es s Report no . 6.
s eries A (Philade lphia : Ins titute for Re search in Human Re la tions , 195 0) .
7 Meas ure d by three items take n from the politi ca l to le ra nce s cale prese nte d
i n Samue l Stouffe r, Communism , Conform ity & Civil Liberties (New York: Double day, 1955) 39-46.
8 See . a ls o. Joseph R. Gusfie ld.
Symbolic Crusade : Statu s Politic s & The
Am e rican Tempe r a nce Movem ent (Urbana : University of Illinoi s Pr ess , 1963).
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IN THIS EMERGENCY, Pyg ma lion, the most em ine nt statuary of the
place, fa lling in love with one of hi s own works, a figure of Diana, wh ich
happened to possess the beau ideal in perfection, implored Ve nu s to animate the marble; and she , as i s we ll known to every person conversant
with authentic hi stor y, immediate ly granted hi s request.
So far as this
coup Le wer e concerned, one wou ld have imagined that the evil was r emedied; but, a las! the rem edy was worse than the di sease.
The model of
exce llence was now among them , a live and breathing; the men were perfectL y mad, be leaguering the house from morn to nigh t to get a pee p a t
her; all other women were treated with positive insult, and, of cou r se.
the whole fema le population was possessed by all the Furies.
Horace Smith (1779-1 849)
Ug ly Women
GA YETIES & GRAVITIES
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SOCIAL CHANGE. CONFLICT

&PLANNING: A THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

INTRODUCTION
All species, if they are to survive , must adapt to the limitations of their respective environments and the demands of environmental change. The same is true of human cultura l and soc ial systems which, toge ther with man's biological sys tem. constitute the evolutionary syst em of adaptation of homo sapiens.

Change in itself does not necessarily lead to improvement. It may produce more
problems. Yet, when progress and improvement do occur, change is necessarily involved.
Some change, then, is neutral in its effects, some is negative, and som e
positive.
Change often has unequal effects on different categories of people, and for
this reason, different groups manifest differing attitudes toward impending change.
Culture provides the tools for man's adaptat ion and is additionally a system of adaptations, and it follows that its basic character is evolutionary.
Some of t he changes
are unwitting and some are by des ign, but in genera l, much controversy develops
over what changes, if any, are to be made and how they are to be made.
It is important to distinguish between growth and expans ion on the one hand and
change on the other.
Growth and expansion of a given system may occur without any
significant alteration or change of the s tructure of the system. This s om etimes leads
to insufficient differentiation and overtaxing of the capacity of the system .
Also, it
produces an increased complexity that reduces the flexibility and subsequen t adaptive
capac ity of a society. Consider. for example, a society where its leaders emphasized
practical problems to the virtual exclusion of theoretical ones.
I n s u c hac a s e ,
if the immediate practical implications of a proposal could not be perceived, t hen
much creative effort would be discouraged .
The resulting constr iction of human imagination would greatly reduce the development of adaptive resources of the popula tion.
In s\lch a system of dominance , the schools would reflect a. preoccupatio.n with
teclmi cal and vocational activities and minimize sc ientific and creative efforts . This
would, of course, seriously interfere with the development of a society's adaptive and
competitive capacity.
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Just as a culture may be insufficiently differentiated. it may also be inadequately
or insufficiently integrated.
That is , there may not be sufficient coordination and
centralization of the parts to produce consensus and to allow for concerted and sus. tained programs of action to be generated and executed.
Cultural elements are cre ated to meet individual and group needs. These vary , to some extent , as differentia tion of group structures vary. and the outcome is to generate varying systems of
vested self- or group -interest .
Consequently, one group may favorably perceive a
proposed change and another may be violently opposed.
Yet both would be judging or
responding on the basis of immediate setf- interest.
The change. however. may be
favorable to both in the l ong nUl. Many have argued, for example , that the system of
goverrunent in France prior to the reign of DeGau lle was too fragmen ted to pennit of
adequate dealing with change .
It is true that excessive diffuSion of power can lead to
deadlocks and thus paralyze the decision-making processes of a society. If a system
is to thrive, therefore, both adequate differentiation and integration must be in evi dence.
Indeed. a natural and healthy tension obtains between diversity and integra tion. Nevertheless. the more the diversity . the greater the conflict of interest and
the difficulty of integration, but the diversity can generate a variety of perspectives
and new solutions to problems.
Problem resolution does depend upon new perspectives as well as adequate integration. In other words . both creativity and confonnity
a r e necessary and both. wi thin bounds, are s timulat ed by the strain ari sing from con flicting and fragmented parts.
Cultural unity and diversity. then. are adaptive. and
the fundamental purpose of human norms or rules is to control conflict and to promote
the collective ac tion necessary for human adaptation.
Change is ever present.
In respect to human cultural and social systems. the
rate of change appears to be increasing at an increasing rate. Accordingly. it foHows
that the increase in the number and magnitude of human problems of adaptation will
in time exceed the critical capacity of the system to meet man's needs . unless the
capacity of the adaptive system i s concomitantly increa sed.
One way to cope with
mounting problems of growth and change is to generate and infuse new knowledge and
leadership designed to increase the rational control of conditions and processes of
social and cultural change.
This means planning ahead. Total success in achieving
this goal will probably a lways escape man; that he has the ability to plan and control
the future has been sufficiently demonstrated, but more of such capacity is needed. In
other words . future adaptation will s ignificantly depend upon man ' s capacity t o plan
rationally and to control the outcome of anticipated growth and c hange .
Man fears
change, but he need not. This fear can be overcome and replaced by ener gies direct ing change toward the maximization of the genera l welfare . Indeed, decision-making
shaping the future has never been absent in man's e xpe rience. But, increasingly, decisions are made without conscious regard for the future. and the effect is no less
important. TIlis fa ilure promises serious consequences for man' s future adaptation.
The Significance of man' s actions, then, seriously depends upon the extent to which
decisions are based on sound facts and adequate goals and values .
That man has
failed in his deci sion -making and planning for the future is dramatically illustra ted in
his pollution of the air . water. and soil.
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PROBLEMS, RESOURCES & PLANNING

If one's resources for problem - solving and adaptation were a lways equal to or
greater than one's needs, then planning and conservation \V all I d not be imperatives .
Since such a Garden of Eden does not exist and if increased adaptive demands are to
be met, the system's adaptive capacity must be increased acc ordingly and priorities
established in keeping with the needs of the system and the society ' s resources . One
way to improve the adaptive capacity of a social syst em or a society i s to a lloca te the
r esources of the system more effectively or optimally. Another way i s to control the
population grow th in keeping with national goa ls and adaptive r esources.

To this end we must be car eful to include all of our r esources. This is mentioned because the most important set of all our resources, namely human resources.
is generally not included in our efforts to deve lop. conserve, and rationally allocate .
Yet it is this r esource , through the development of culture and individual potentiali ties . which gives us power over all other resources.
In other words . we plan with
g r eat care for the things we manufactu re, but we are too little concerned with planning
for the control of factors and c onditions which develop and release human potentialities.
Yet it is this resource which determines the quality Clfour control and utilization of a ll other r es ourc es . including the raw material resources provided by nature .
What are some of the conditions which are necessary before an effective a lloca tion of resources can be made within a social system?
Efficient all ocation of re sources presupposes that we know in advance what our needs will be . The new mana gerial system in American industry i s an example of the procedure projecting needs
and planning and a lloca ting resources to achieve these projected goal s. As indus tria l
production advanced from small t o large scale volume, the success of the system became dependent upon analYS i S, estimation, and careful planning of future activities .
including market planning. This type of plaJUling in the private sector has not had its
counterpart in the public. The imbalance needs correction.
Human population increases geometrically; likew ise , its problems of maintenance and perpetuity. Any realistic effort at planning. therefore. presupposes an adequate fonn of popu lation control. Such a judgment would not hold, for at least a finite
period of time. in a s ociety possessing vast su rpluses of unsettled land and r aw materials.
The judgment i s based on the ob~ious assumption that the maximum density
level of human population is finite . and that it takes a certain period of t ime to achieve
a maximum level of population density.
When give n the knowledge about the futu r e
population of a s ociety, the n, many of its needs become specifia ble.
F or example.
the number of schools and teache rs, and hospitals, doctors. and nurses needed to
serve such a popu lation become ascerta inable and are subject to planning.
The kind of planning and allocation of resources not ed above is reasonably wellknown and straight-forward. It consists of specifying current problems, trends , and
resources, and pro jections of these to est imated future conditions .
Generally. t his
involves the application of some fonn of linear model .
While the assumption of line ar ity is often valid, it is not alway s s o.
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Rather than de pending upon the estimation of the future based upon an analysis
of past trends and cur ren t problems, it is suggested that an a na lysis of cu rrent trends
in conjunction with current know ledge and projected knowledge be made for purpo ses
of forecasting future problems , based not upon a projection of current problems, but
upon a theoretical analysis aimed at discerning the currently hidden future problems.
In the beginning, s uch an effort would necessarily be restricted to short-range time
spans , probably not more than a decade or so. Neverthe less. in order to test the adequacy of the fannulation, one would not simply wait to see whether what was forecast
did in fact occu r. Instead. anticipatory action would be taken with an aim t oward p re venting the undesired aspects of the forecast and toward realizing the desired ends.
Such efforts would in time permit the development of a scientific model allowing for
the correlation of public and private goals, conditions, and strategies aimed toward
the creation of an environment in accordance with procedures a nd values decided upon
in advance. The quality of man's physical and soc ial environments large ly determines
the quality of his life a nd its future potential. Given the complexity of the modern in dustrial environment a nd the effects of advanced technology upon the natural environment, then policy makers can no longer safely ignore the effects of public and private
actions which inject harmful imputs into the physical and social environments . Ways
must be developed to assess future consequences of current large-scale system s of
action (private and public) upon the quality of human life in the future .
The decision not to do anything about air and water pollUtion, for instance , has
as much an effect as a decis ion to control contamination. 111e effect s differ, obviously; there are effects nevertheless.
The point to be made is that w~ probably have
reached a s tate of complexity and interdependence in our cultural and societa l devel opment which no longer allows us the luxur y of letting the future "take ca r e of itself."
Ln the long- range perspective. the future never does take care of itself; indeed. it
never did. Until the present, our antecedent cultural Simplicity and the abundance of
space and raw materials permitted man to generally ignore the futu re with reasonable
impunity. In this area of atomic energy, cybernetic s, a nd internationa l interdependency, failur e t o scrutinize and plan for the futu re portends the gravest of consequences.
One can say with the late V. Gordon Childe , "Man makes himself."
Till very
recently. he has done so unw ittingly. The successful making of him self in the future ,
however. wi ll dep end on h is capacity and willingness to rationally des ing and cr eate
only des i red e n vironmental conditions and to preclude all else.
The enonn ity of the
task is beyond th e compe tence of a unitary agency like the central government. Government is indi s pe n sable , but not suffic ient.
The priva te sec tor is similarly indis pensable and will need the necessary motivation and free dom of operation.
The kind of motivation that transcends immediate self-inte r est in favo r of the
long -range general intere s t i s scarce , indeed. It r emain s scarce even though pe r s ons
involve d see greater se lf- gain in the long run through the advancement of the gener a l
welfare.
Ma ny self-interests in con fli ct m ake the only kind of deciSion for change
possible a fonn of comprom i se . The comprom i se procedure is d om inated by mo tives
to maximize pri vate intere s t s and plays dow n the general and common inte r est.
In
those system s serving private interest s , then, persons would be aga inst change which
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they believed would adversely affect their economic status and would be for change
that advances their occupational or commercia l interests.
Ironically. these same
persons resist such societal programs as improved public health and improved public
education which have a bearing. in the long run, upon the ir own economic growth.
Attitudes toward change are closely correlated with a person's values , and values are
articulated and crystalized through time out of efforts of adaptation. Values originate
and evolve from resolving the problems of personal and social adaptation. Though the
problems of adaptation may change. the values may remain the same, causing a misinterpretation of current problems of adaptation. The value of individualism characte ristic of our Western frontier, for example , was functional to settlers in an institutiona lly unsettled land.
TIle value practiced often meant the very difference between
survival or death. That same kind of individualism practiced in a society characterized by automation has deleterious effects. In a complex social system the welfare of
the individual and the public i s affirmatively and intricately linked.
Cooperation between the private and public sectors is not only desirable and important, it is a necessity. TIle sentiment of the discussion here i s reflective of what President Johnson
has referred to as Creative F ederalism.

HUMAN NEEDS, SOCIAL VALUES & SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
The continuing well-being of a person, at any point during his lifetime , depends
upon the adequate meeting of his physiological, psychological, and soc iological needs.
If the body's internal hom eostatic system does not automatically maintain a balanced
range of variation of the internal physiological processes, the organism does.
While
there appears to be a need for psychological consistency, the interrelation among psychological elements and the range of variation of given processes and disjunction of
parts are more relative to environmental stability or change than they are to physiological and biological needs.
Physiological balance, in other words, does not depend
upon learning, whereas psycho-social balance depends upon learning, unlearning, and
relearning in relation to change within the socio-cultural and behavioral world of one's
associates and the larger society.
Durkheim 1 observed, in this connection, that the range or boundaries to physiological variation were automatically controlled by internal mechanisms.
On the
other hand, acquired human appetites, aspirations, and desires are externally controlled by social norms and soc ial organization, and that too rapid change or breakdown in these leads to insatiable and over-weening appetites.
Frequent interaction
with others who are experiencing similar or common adaptive problems provides the
stimulus power which triggers the rise in appetites.
TIle rise proceeds to great
heights unless external control is established to contain it. Merton 2 interprets th i s

Suicide,
t ran s. J. A. Spaulding & George Simpson
1 Emile Durkheim,
(Glencoe: Free Press, 1951) 247-57.
Social Theory & Social Structure (Glencoe: Free
2 Robert K. Merton,
Press, 1957) chap. 4 & 5.
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sour ce of tension as arising fr om a gap or lack of corre lation between one ' s culturally
defined goals and one's socially available means for attaining the goals. For Merton.
then, go a 1 s, norms, and environmental conditions may vary independently of each
other, and that this may produce a malintegrated culture.
In addition to the Ourkheim and Mertonformulation s of mal-regulation and social
strain. there is here pointed out a thi rd form ariSing from the mal-integration of one's

psycho - social attitudes and from values implicit in the social systems which support
and maintain the'se attitudes.
This form of strain results from an inconsistency between the objective values manifest in an on-going social system and the attitudes of
the participants. A given set of institutional values imply a certain set of psychological attitudes as consonants. When members hold attitudes dissonant with the values of
th e system, strain or disjunct ion emerges between the psychological needs of the
parti cipants and the organizational and structural needs of the system. Conflict among
the system participants is the result.
One example of th is situation is illustrated by the States' Rights argument prevalent in the South.
The one-tim e regiona l characte r of the South's economy has been
replaced by national and internationa l orga nization. Leade r s of t hese modern organiz ati ons adhere to a value system of expande d interdepende nce, but those affilia ted with
sma ller enterprises express a psychologica l attitude of provincialism.
The States'
Rights argume nt becomes a mask for attitudes incon s i stent with national law and reg ional needs .
In consideration of change and planning, the an swer to this examp le is
to increase the number of competent and qualified local leader s , adm inistrators, and
technician s in the reg ion.
Furthe r clarification of this form of strain is provided by reference to the curr ent antipathy between the once-poor a nd the cu rrent poor.
Thi s phenomenon is r e ferred to, though incorrectly, as the Backlash.
It represents an irrational and uninformed r eaction to comple x change .
Many of today' s near-poor and even moderate ly
well-to-do, and s ometimes the economica lly well-to-do, were the poor in the 1930' s
and ea rl y 1940' s .
They were poor principally fo r two reasons: they possessed little
schooling (some grammar school and occasionally some high school). and they were
victims of wide econom ic fluctuation s e ffected by inadequate or non-existent econom ic
controls .
The n, rapi d econom ic e xpan s i on following World War II literally pulled
these poo r out of poverty up t o economic se lf-sufficiency.
Moreover, this new economic s imarion constitute d . an i ll - de f ined and uneasy partnership betwee n large pr ivate enterprise and the Federa l government.
The exonomic, political . and soc ia l
values of these once - poor, however, remained unchanged.
They are values congruent with the past and not consonant with the contemporary cooperative ventures of
government and corporations .
Consequently, the once-poor but now economically se lf- suffi cient are the first
to m i sunderst a nd and r ese nt efforts to help the current poor.
The cu rrent poor
a r e poor for differen t reasons. The new economics of automation and cyber net ics has
little need for manual labor and less need for the uneducated.
The non-educated can
not keep apace wi th economic expansion.
Indeed, he only falls farther behind. We
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have , then, the curious fact of t he once-poor but currently economica lly self-suffici ent
s till belie ving he achieved hi s success by his own efforts and not by the circumstances
of general economic growth . Ignorant of the real source of their success , these newly
se lf- sufficients cannot understand the inability of the contem por a r y poor to ri se out of
their poverty without the aid ofl egislation such as the Economic Opportunity Act which
i s espec ially des igned to deal with conditions creating poverty that diffe r considerably
from those whic h created the Great Depression of the 1930' s .

What does t he foregoing illustrate? Plain Ly, it i llustra tes that one's misperceptioo and m i sunderstanding ota problem can a rise from hi s possessing valu es and a ttitudes that a r e discordant with the values created by contemporary s i tuations. nus is
psycho-socia l s tra in deriving from mal-integra tion bet\veen the psychological attitude s
of a la rge number of people and the implied values of the current on-going systems
which regulate major facets of their lives .
What a r e the im plica tions 0 f t h i s mal -integration for p lanning a nd proposed
change.
It i s clear that s timulating change in one major segme nt of the soc ial sys tem necessitates s timula ting change in the othe r related parts of t hat system.
It i s
clear, with reference again to our example of the once - poor. that t hey have achieved
an economic s tatu s in consi s tent with their adult educational status.
In other words,
as one progresses in his economic status , hi s inte llectual r esources and unde rstanding of the environment mu s t increase to e nable him to cope with and com prehend the
new pe r spectives arising from new role - se t s.
Thi s has s ignificant i m plication s for
the e ffor t s expended in the current War on Poverty. If we were able t o ass is t another
t;v..renty -five mill ion poor to move jus t to the leve l above their p r esent level whi ch
guaran tees no continued mo bility, would these be the Backlash of the futu r e?
Absolute ly yes !
It i s clear. then. that t he cha nge in economic staros of large number of
peop le must be accompanie d by the ir acquiring a ttitude s a nd values consonant with the
antiCipated furore state .
Change will be effect ed in realiz ing that the a ttitudinal set of the members involved in the larger system i s a function of the curr e nt and past socia l s ystems. Proposal s to change the present s tructure , the refore. are often in conflict with present
a ttirodes.
How, the n, does c hange get proposed? 1\vo sources w ill account for the
proposal.
Firs t, someone with fo res ight will see the furore difficulties and ineffi ciencies and will. accordingly. propose the ir r esolutions. Second ly, it i s readily observable that p re sent s tructures do not adequately serve the needs of a ll the m em He nce. tho se aware of this will agitate for change.
The implied change may
be rs.
not necessarily improve the gene ral welfare .
nus i s change which i s motivated
throug h competition and confl ict.
The proces ses of change can and shou ld be more rationally directed.
Man c an
s hape hi s environm e nt.
To do so , he need s knowledge and technology.
Especially,
he needs know ledge that ins ti lls a conce rn and willingne ss to create long-ranged plans
effecting an improvement in the gene r al we lfa r e .
He needs to rid him self of that exce ss ive fear of change , a fa tali sm toward change. '!Wo interrelated problems of control a r e involved: one, the problem of deve loping a t echnology to accurately estimate
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future needs a nd conditions and to enable achievement of the desired conditions and the
control of the undesire d one s ; the other , t he politica l problems of developing r eas o nable agre ement on national goa l s and the m eans t o attain these. The latter in modern
s ociety is probably the more difficult problem. When man i s successful in developing
that knowledge necessary to control s ocial and envirorunental change, and when he is

successful in developing the cooperation nece ssary to achieve t hat control, then he
will have given fr eedom a new dimension, indeed.

SUMMARY
It has been argue d that a s cultura l and organizational comple xity and grow th increase, pla nning becomes essentia l for successful soc ietal adaptation.
It has been
conte nded, furthermore , that s uccessful planning depends upon generating new know ledge program s of application which will enable man to anticipate potential problem s of
the future and to control anticipated conditions.
It has also bee n argue d that the success of planning will depe nd upon balancing
public and gove rnrnentalleadersh ip and res ources with private ones. Presently pe r ceived conflict of interests between the public and private sectors rende r s this difficult.
It ha s been fina lly argued, then, that three source s of s train are in evidence
a ttendant on the conflict of change : Durkheim's anom ie, Merton' s mean s - goal s disjunction , and the concept de ve loped in this paper depicting the mal -integration betwee n
the implied attitudes of a given s yste m and the actual attitudes posse s sed by the members. The mal- integration consequence i s m i sperception and invalid formulation of the
adaptive problems confronte d by the participants.
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MARRIAGE MOBILITY, ADULT ROLES

&

PERSON.ALITY

THE LIFE COURSE and experience of women are generally structured by
major role transitions such as marriage, parenthood, and departure of
the youngest child .
The aim of this research i s to investigate the relationship of status change in mobility through marriage to adult activities,
role attitudes, and personality in a longitudina l sample of womell born in
the early 1920's. TIlOugh marital interaction is a vital part of &e mobility experience for women, it was not thoroughly ana l yzed due to a lack of
reliable data.
Regardless of social origin, the upwardly mobile started
their families at a later age than the non-mobile. but they did not differ
on marital age or number of children. The former were also more likely
to achieve a higher level of education, to have less education than the husband, and to report few if any financial difficulties.
Neither marital impermanence nor reportedmaritalad justment was associatedwith mobility.
Satisfaction with the rewards of husband's job, g reater emphasis on relations with husband than on children in the marriage, and a positive life
r eview were correlated with upward mobility. especially among women
from t he working class. Moderate differences in ego functioning by mar riage mobility appeared in the adult years. reflecting a general decline in
the persona l effectiveness and morale of the non-mobile.
Counter ing
these positive correlates of marriage mobility are the marital costs for
the wife of a successful. work-oriented husband. as reported by other
longitudina l studies: lo ss of shared activities, mutuality, and egalitarian
relations.
Per sonal adjustment appears to be re lative ly independent of a
decline in marital gratification between the ea rly and middle years of
adu lthood.

Transitions associated with marital, parental, and work roles are a recurring
source of persona l change in adult life. 1
In many respects, the dominant change for
women is the transition from single to married status; marriage offers culturallyvalued adult roles and new opportunities and obligations through inte rdependent life
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experiences. The kind of man a woman marries , as we ll as the type of life he leads.
is l ikely to be a primary detenn inant of her ac t ivit ies and satisfactions in the adu lt
years . (Freedman ] 962)
The achievement of higher status through marriage may occur t hrough se lec tive
oppo rtunities for mate se lection which are assoc iated w ith valued fem ini ne characteristics (physical attractiveness) or with ent ry into settings whi ch enable women to meet
men of high status of potent ia l (higher education). TIle former route to mar riage mo bi lity i s more available to women from low sta tus fam i lies , whi le women of middle
class orig in a r e like ly to have greater access to the marital oppo r tunities of higher
education .
Assuming this class diiference in educa t ion prospects , one wou ld expec t
the psychological effects of marriage mobil ity to be rela tive ly independent of educa t ional a ttainment among women of low status orig in .
A woman who is upwardly mobile through mar riage may be described as "having married well, " an eva luation which refers explic itly to an inter-generational i nc r ease in social and economic status.
In this lim ite d sense , the evaluation does not
refe r to t he quality of the marriage, which may in fac t be highly unstable and conflictr idden. even resembling an "empty shell" r elationship. (Goode 196 1:44 1)
Recent
longitudina l research indicates that wives of highly success ful . work - oriented men
may experience an increasing degree of separation from their husbands through the
m iddle years of adu lthood. and that t hi s segrega tion i s associated with a de cl ine i n
marital grat ification. (Dizard 1968)
TIle trend toward marita l segregation a nd disenchantment is especially pronouncedal11ong women who are exclusive ly homemaker s .
The objective in this study i s to assess the activities. r ole attitudes . and persona lity characteristics associated with differential mobility t hrough marriage in a
longitudinal sample of seventy women from m iddle and working class famil ies .
The
women were born in the early 1920·s. were studied intensive ly from 1932 to 1939. and
have participated in at least one adul t follow-up.
The primary focus i s on the rela tionship of ma r riage mobi lity to adult experience and personality. with minimal emphasis given to the marital relationship due to a lack of reliable informa tion. Though
marriage creates a high degree of interdependence between the careers of husband
and wife . available evidence indicates that change in marita l satisfaction and solidarity does not significantly influence psycho logical functioning. (Pineo 1961)
Our conception 0 f mobility as an i nter - generational change in status through
marriage should be recognized as a substantially different approach from the usual
practice (in research on mobility and wives) of determ ining status change fr om the
hu sband' s occupationa l experience.
Eac h measur e offers a different view of social
mobility a nd its rela tion to the experience of married women.
Differentia l mobility
through marriage r efers of course to women who marry above , below . or on the same
level as the ir fathers ' status. This index does not clearly ident ify the status level or
class origin of the husband, and it does not reveal how successful he has been in hi s
work - life . 11lUS, women from t he middle class who marry up may have husbands who
vary in class background and work- life ac hievement. TIlese ambiguities could be resolved by us ing the husban d's inte r- generational a nd wor k-life experience as an index
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of mobilit y, bu t this wou ld not describe the wife's status change or continuity through
marriage. It i s obvi ous that t he most adequate measure of mobility experience. as it
impinges on the lives and personalities of married women. would include career infaonation on both spouses.
However J this approach was not p rae tic a 1
due
to the small s i ze of our sample and the lack of systematic occupational histories on
the husbands.
Our main strategy in this analysis will be to compare women in d ifferent mobil ity groups on similar measures of personality in adolescence and middle adul thood. in
order to identify dimensions on whi ch mobile and non-mobile women cha nged relative
t o each other bet\veen these t ime periods .
1\',10 general hypotheses which specify the
effects of differential mobility on role attitudes and personality served as guidel ines
for the ana lys i s.

ROLE A TTITIJDES
Upward mobility through marriage wi ll be associated with a relative ly pos it ive
evaluation of the prestige, furure prospects, and economic rewards provided by the
husband's work. espec ially among women from the working class and among those
with strong interests in work and community activities .
The disadvantages in status advancement and decline have received conSiderable
attention from students of mobility and health.
111ese include the socia l discontinuities in friendships and culture; the heavy time and energy demands assoc iated with
movement into high prestige jobs; and. the loss of status, income. and reputation in
downward mobility. 2 The p sychological impact of such outsomes for women would be
more or less contingent on the rewards and costs in marriage and other act iviti es t hat
are associated with each life pattern.
For instance, a recent study indicates that a
woman's marital happiness i s most adequately predicted by the relation between her
percept ion of marital tensions and sati sfactions. (Orden & Bradburn 1968)
Though
upward mobility may involve numerous sacrifices, it a lso generally offer s greater
econom i c a nd social rewards. The experiences assoc iated with upward mobility seem
most likely to be rewarding for women from the working class, if childhood status is
salient as a comparison standard, in view of the large contrast i n status and income.
Mobile women from t he m i ddle class are likely to have more successful husbands. in
tenns of an absolute level of achievement, but the status contrasts in thejr life history
would be less pronounced.
Since the personal interest of women in gainful employment and community activities is generally greatest in high status families where economic need is not a
problem, one wou ld expect this perspective to be associated with upward mobility,
especially among women who were exposed to these values in a middle class family.
Such values are not compatible with the traditional family concept of working class
women and may not be attractive even to those who married into the middle class.
These women may conform to the social expectations of middle class status to the extent of participating in associations and clubs but retain the wO!,king class image of a
married woman.
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PSYC HOL OGICAL HEALTH & COMPETENCE
Differe ntial mobility through marriage will be associated with s ignificant di ffe rences in competence which favor the upwardly mobile a nd emerge primarily in the a dult years. Perceived we ll- being will sh ow a s im ilar relationship t o marriage mobility, although the psychologica l picture is likely to be r e la tively mixed among mobile
women from the wor king class. including both life satisfaction and feelings of inadequacy .
Women who achieve highe r status through marriage traverse challenging situations and statuses which require new adaptive ski lls. Whethe r these expe riences produce persona l g r owth and e ffectiveness or self-defeating attitudes depends in part on
initial compete nce and resilience. Qualities or resources which enhance a gi rl' s educational and m arital chances (intelligence. attractiveness. soc ial fin esse)3 a lso seem
likely to promote resourcefulness i.n cop ing with t he discontinuities and problems of
adu lt life.
An attractive physique generally elicits positive appra isals from others
which normally strengthen self-esteem and social confidence.
Accordingly , greater
competence. expressed as self- esteem. confidence. and social mastery. was viewed
as the major dimension of persona l change among the upwardly mobile .
How ever.
those of humb le background and education are likely to be vulnerable to fee lings of
personal in security and inadequacy through compari sons with their husbands.
Class
differential s in education suggest that mobile women fr om the working class may have
a s izable educational disadvantage in marriage in addition to their low fam ily o rigin.

SAMPLE, SE TTING, & DATA
The eighty -three girls in the original sam ple were selected in 1932 from the
fifth and s i xth grades of five e lem entary schoo ls according to the willingness of their
parents to cooperate and the degree of pennanence of their r es idence in the city. All
of the childr en were white, most Protest ant. and half came from middle class families.
Thr ee - fourths of the families we r e intact and were headed by native born parents. The median IQ. based on an average of scores on Stanford- Binets administered
in 1933 a nd 1938. was 110.
The prima r y schools were located in the northwe s tern sector of Oakl and , California . 1\vo were predominantly working class, one was lower middle class. and the
other avo were m iddle class.
From the se schools. the childr en ente red the same
juni or high school, and all but a few attended the same high sc hool. Slightly less than
half ofthe students came from middle class f.... milies. The high school se rved approximately 1900 students and was well known for its success in pr eparing students for
college.
Most of the teacher s had engaged in s ome post graduate wo r k. In most re spec ts. these schools offered working class girls a conSiderable advantage in mobi lity
through education and marriage over their counterparts in working class schools.
The sample used in the present analysis includes seventy married members of
the adolescent sample .
Each su bject provided life-history information up to 1958
through at least one of three adult follow-ups. The first (1953-54) entailed interviews,
a thorough physical examination and psychiatric assessment. and a serie s of persona lity inventories.
A lengthy interview was conducted in the second follow-up. The
third (1964) relied primarily on a mailed questionnaire.
No difference in IQ. family
social cIa s s in 1929. e thnicity. and hou seho ld structure was o btained between the
adolescent and a dult samples.
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Self-descriptions and ratings were used to measure competence and psychological health in adolescence and again when the women were thirty-three to thi.rty-eight
years of age. The fo rmer data were obtained from questionnaires in adolescence and
from the California Personality Inventory (CPI) in adulthood. Personality ratings in
the two time periods were made by staff members and research personnel. Comparable indicators of pe rsonality in each life period have been employed in the analysis
wherever possible. To fac ilitate reference to the measurement procedures. each data
source is described at appropriate points in the analysis. An overview of personality
measurement in the Oakland Growth Study is provided by John Clausen (1964).
In measuring mobility through marriage, we compared father's and husband's
occupational status (1929 vs 1958) at approximately the same point in the life cycle,
using the Hollingshead seven-point index. (Myers & Roberts 1959:133-34) Th~ qualities ambitious women desire in a prospective husband presumably include tho6e which
promise future accomplishments.
Such qualities may be more important to the girl
than the social status and achievements of her fiance, especially since marriage frequentlyoccurs during or before the man's completion of fonnal education and selective service requirements.
A majority of the women in the Oakland Growth Study
married shortly before or during the early years of World War II; more than half were
married by the age of twenty-two.
Since a majority of their husbands were either in
the armed services or were enrolled in a college or university, matrimony invol ved
marriage to a man with a given potential rather than to a person in an occupation .

.Despite the subjective and objective differences between movement out of the
working class and status change within the middle class, we chose to define an intergenerational increase in status through marriage as upward mobility, regardless of
family origin, in order to maintain consistency of terminology.
In each of the two social classes, two mobility groups were defined: upwardly
mobile or mobile and non- mobile, including low stable and downwardly mobile women.
The mobile group of middle class origin was composed of women who had married up
one or more occupational levels as well as a small number of women who were in the
same upper middle class stratum as the subjects' fathers. Although the indices show
no inter-generational change in status for the latter women, the husbands were generally above the status of their fathers-in-law on status or authority in the work setting. The second group of middle class women (defined as non-mobile) were married
to men who were either one or more levels below the ir wives' fathers in occupational
status or were on the same low status level as their father s -in-law.
SiXty-two per
cent of the women from middle class fam ilies were classified as upwardly mobile.

The main criterion used to define upward mobilityamong women from the working class was ascent into the middle class. Thirty-Six pe r cent of the women were in
this category. The non-mobile group included twenty-three women, fourteen of whom
remained stable in occupational status. TIrree other women actually lost status through
marriage, and six advanced slightly but remained within the working class.
A prior analysis of antecedent factors in marriage mobility showed that mobile
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women were rated higher on physi cal attractiveness in adolescence than the nOll mobile, regardless of class origin (Table 1), and that movement out of the working
class was a l so associated with a well - groomed appearance.
Intelligence was not re l ated to physi cal attractiveness and did not dir ectly influence the status achieve d by
women in the sample.
The mobile women were more socially ambitious in adolescence , wer e relatively popular with boys and girls and were less likely than the nOll mobile to date one boy steadily in high school (not shown in Table 1).

TABLE 1

MARRIAGE MOBILITY IN RELATION TO ATTRACTIVENESS & IQ (BY CLASS ORIGIN)
Mean Scores By Mobility

Attractiveness & IQ

& Class Origin

Middle Class
Mobil e
Non- Mobile

Working Class
Mobile
Non- Mobile

(N=1 9)

(N=13)

(N=13)

57.9
52.4
49.4
52.4

60 . 1
59.3
56 . 2
57.2

(N=21)

(N=13)

(N=13)

(N=23)

112.8

111.8

108.4

106 . 4

(N=23)

Att r activeness In High School a
Well- Groomed
Sex Appeal
Good Physique
Appearance-General Scale

Intelli gence

(IQ)

60.0
57 . 9
59 . 5
57 . 9

*
**
**

***
***
**
***

46 . 3
46 . 5
47 . 0
42.5

a The four scales on attractiveness are based on observational ratings made
by s t aff members in a playground setting during the girl ' s semi-annual visits
to the institute.
Inter-rater reliabilities were well above .90 on the four
scales.
The general scale represents an average of scores on the following
scales: Attractive Coloring , Good Features, Good Physique, Thin- To-Fat , Femininity Of Behavior And Physique , Pleasing Expression, and Sex Appeal.
IQ
scores represent an average of the 1933 and 1938 Stanford~Binets. These data
were obtained from a previous publication (Elder 1969).

Entr ance i nto college provided selective mating opportunities for some women
in the sample. and a larger proportion of mobile than of non - mobile women from the
middle class had at least some college (71% vs 46%) . Re lative ly few women of working class origin ent ered college. but this level of education was slightly more common
among the upwardly mobile (31% vs 17%).
Though academic apt itude and I Q in high
school had little direct e ffect on adult status . t hey did indirectly influence mobi lity
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through the selective sorting processes of higher education. Women who scored relatively high on these performance variables were most likely to enter college. Educational attainment was generally more influential in the marriage mobility of women
from the middle class, while the effect of physical attractiveness was stronger among
women of working class origin.
The subjective exper ience of variations in marr iage mobi lity is partially struc tured by the timetable of such major events as age a t first marriage . em ployment,
and the birth of children. The analysis begins by relating these events to differential
mobility and then shifts to comparisons of the role attitudes a nd personality of upwardly mobile and non-mobile women.

FINDINGS
I

ADULT ROLES IN MARRIAGE MOBILITY

The early Ufe path s of wome n in the sample were de fined by four i nterr e lated
activ ities: employment, education, marri age, and childbearing.
Their scheduling .
a ttractiveness, and availability were largely contingent on the timing of the first mar riage . The women were graduated from high school in 1939- 39 at the age of seventeen
or e ighteen, a nd those who married shortly thereafter (before age twenty) were much
Less likely to a ttend college or to obtain full-time employment (more than two years)
during the war years t han women who married later. regardle ss of socio-econom ic
background. 4 The early m arrieds started their fam ily at an earlier age and had
more children by m iddle age, on the aver age . than women who married later.

Variation in marit al age , however, was not a factor in mobilit y from the m iddle
or working c lass (Table 2). Women of working class origin were more like ly to marryearly than women from the middle class , but early marriage was not mor e prevalent among the non - mobile. What the early marrieds lost in educationa l opportunity
was mo st likely balanced by other assets considered desirable in marriage and by the
greater availability of eligible men.
JRspite the unifonnity in marital age across
mobility g r oups, the upwardly mobile were ol der t han the non - mobile when they had
their fir st child, and thi s difference i s greatest among women with t he greater educat ional advantage (tho se of middle class origin). 5
The economic costs of their husband's education may have been even more important in child planning, since seventy
per cent of these women m arried men who achieved at least a college education. Edu cational level of hu sband was strongly related to marriage mobility, regardless of the
women' s class origin, and to a marital pattern in whi ch t he husband had more education than the wife.
The educational level of both marital partners was appreciably
lower in the non -mobile group, and wife superiority in educati on was most prevalent
among women who grew up and married within the working class.
Full - time employment among mobile women from the working class may have
been comparable to college among women of m iddle class orig in in providing high sta tus mari tal opportunities, although systematic infonnation on type of employment was
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TABLE 2

STATUS & EVENTS IN THE LIFE COURSE OF MOBILE & NON-MOBILE WOMEN
(BY CLASS ORIGIN)
Percentage Distributions By Mobility & Class Origin
Status & Events
In The Life Course

Middle Class
Mobile Non- Mobile
(N-21)
(N=13)

Working Class
Mobile

Non- Mobi le

(N=13)

(N=23)

23
54
23

39
46
15

39

69
23

31
69

43

Age At First Marriage

17-19
20-22
23 +
Age At First Chi ld
17-22
23 +
No Children
Years Of Full-Time Work
Before 1946
None
Up To 2 Years
3 Years Or More
Years Of Full-Time Work
(1946-1955)
None
Up To 2 Years
3 Years Or More
Education Of Spouse
4 Years Of College Or More
1-4 Years Of College
Less Than College

24

57
19
29
71

8

14
38
48

23
31
45

60

46

35
5

15
39

71

31
31

34

27

48
9

10

23
77

50
33
17

33
57

58
5
37

46

5

38

23
31

14
81

14
14
72

15
31
54

8

38
54

27
59
14

5
10
85

8
31
62

8
31
62

14
15

Relative Education
Of Spouse & Husband
Wife More

Equal
Husband More
Marital History Up To 1958
Death Of Husband
At Least One Divorce
Initial Marriage Intact

9

9

83
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not available.
Three years or more of full-time employment before 1946 was especially common among women who succeeded in moving aut of the working class through
marriage.
In several instances. life history information suggested that marriage to
college-educated men did result from employment in business and professional establishments. OJring the post-war decade. extensive full-time work was most prevalent
among the non-mobile. and qualitative data point to economic need as a primary determinant.
In the 1958 interview, two-fifths of these women expressed concern over
family income as against only nine per cent of the upwardly mobile; money wo rries
were most frequently reported by the stable and downwardly mobile women of middle
class origin. Moreover, evidence of moonlighting was found only among the husbands
of the non-mobile; fifteen per cent of the husbands in each non-mobile group carried
r.vo jobs at different points during this period. For most women in the sample, child
care responsibilities were not a significant restriction on employment after 1955, and
this activity was mainly concentrated among the women of working class origin regardless of mobility.
Only a tenth of the women from the middle class (mobile and
non-mo bile) were employed full time in 1964. in contrast to r.ve nty and thirty-Six per
ce nt of the mobile a nd non-mobile women from the working class.
Though a large educational or background difference could produce communicative barriers in marriage. marital impennanence was not consistently associated
with marriage mobility among women in the sample.
Divorce was most common among women who followed relatively discontlnous 1if e paths: the upwardly mobile
from the working class and to s'ome extent the downwardly mobile or stable women of
middle class origin.
The remarriages of these women did not markedly alter the
soc ial status indicated by their first marriages.
Most of the broken marriages occurred during the eady 1940's, and marital happiness reported by the women in 1958
and 1964 was unrelated to differences in mobility.
2

ROLE ORIENTATION & OUTLOOK

It was assumed that the social and economic gains associated with upward mobility through marriage would be registered in a relatively high leve l of satisfaction
with husband's job. especially among women who experienced the greatest contrast in
life circumstances. the working class women.
Satisfaction with husband's job was measured by attitudes toward the income.
prestige. and future prospects provided by the work role (1964 follow-up). 6 In the
total sample, satisfaction was correlated with mobility through marri age , but most of
the association occurred among women from the working c lass.
The most contented
women in the sample were the upwardly mobile of working c lass origin; they differed
markedly on this attitude from the women who remained in the working class (Xs = 8. 1
vs 5.6, P<. 05), and they were also higher in satisfaction, on the average. than mobile and non-mobile women from the middle class (Xs = 7. 1 & 6.6).7
The differ tng
job evaluations of mobile women in the r.vo social strata are not a re s ult of the lower
educational level or higher adult status of mobile women from the working class. Education was not meaningfully correlated with satisfaction regarding hu s band's job. and
both mobile groups were very similar on husband's occupational status.
In general,
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then, these results are consistent with the hypothesized effects of status change rela tive to family origin. although data are lacking on the actual referents employed in the
appraisals.
Greater responsibilities and economic rewards are frequently associated with
other changes which are less desirable from the wife's standpoint, such as greater
tension for the husband and less time for the family and recreational activities.
The
dynamics of a fair exchange suggest that the irritating aspects of husband's job would
be most acceptable to women who are satisfied with the job's social and economic rewards.
Rewards associated with a long work day. for instance. may increase the
wife's tolerance of this form of marital deprivation.
According to the data, mobile
women were less inclined to be dissatisfied with the work hours of their husbands than
the non-mobile (average difference of 17%). Moreover, dissatisfaction with the hours,
tension, and family convenience of husband's job (measured by a summated index) was
negatively correlated with satisfaction concerning the job's economic rewards, prestige. and future prospects (r = -.41). The actual distribution of husband's work hours
by mobility groups is unknown since the men were not interviewed or questioned in the
follow-ups. However, there is undoubtedly a point of diminishing returns among wives
in the relationship between occupational demands and rewards (income. for example)
as suggested by a recent longitudinal study of 400 couples. Wives were most like ly to
increase their satisfaction with husband's job over a fourteen - year period when eco nomic gains were moderate rather than high or negligible. (Dizard 1968 : 4 1)
Ma r ital interaction in high status families and the perceived rewards of hu s band's job among the upwardly mobile suggest that these women would derive marita l
satisfaction primarily from the conjugal relationship, with children assuming a more
importa nt role in the family life of the non - mobile.
Moreover, upward mobility is
likely t o be associated with considerable opportunity for self-expression in roles outs ide the family and a strong interest in community affairs.
An overview of activity preferences was provided by a series of questions in the
1964 survey.
The women were requested to give their first and second activity pre fere nce in four areas--family , work. leisure. and community--on the fo ll owingtbree
dimensions: the activity which provided the greatest sense of accomplishment. the
activity they would most like to devote more time to, and the activity they enjoyed the
most.
First. second. and no preferences were scored 2. 1. and O. respec t ively.
Since the items were highly intercorrelated. scores on each were assumed to form an
overall index of activity prefer e nce with a ... ange from 0 - 6. Avera~e scor es for the
total sample showed that famil y activity was by far the most popular (X = 4.5). followed
at a distance by work. community. le isure activit ies (mean s cores lower than 2.0).
Preference for fa m ily a ctivity was not consi stent ly rela ted to marr iage mobility.
Among women fEom the working class. a fam ily - centered a ttitude was related to up ward mobility (Xs = 5.00 vs 4.33. ns), but the difference was reversed for women of
middle class background; the non-mobile rated family activity higher than the upwa r dly
mobile (X = 4.9 vs 4. O. ns).
Social discontinuities between present status and the
family of origin may have contributed to these variation s since they are concentrated
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in the two groups which most strongly favored family activities. 8
Mobile women were less likely to have maintained frequent contact with their
parents than other women in their clas s of origin.
Most of the women in the sample
and their parents lived in or near the San Francisco Bay area, but frequency of contact varied s harply by class origin and mobility.
Such contact was most common among the non-mobile women of working class origin; nine out of ten visited their par-

ents. and all of them phoned them at least once a week.

Half of the mobile women

from the working class made weekly visits, and three-fourths phoned their parents a bout once a week. Women from the middle class were less likely to make weekly contact with parents through visits and phone calls (30 & 60%), and this was especially
true of the non-mobile. In relation to kin interaction during childhood, it seems probable that separation from family was felt most strongly by mobile women from the
working class. Sentiment toward parents was not associated with marriage mobility.
Satisfaction with family activity may s tem from enjoyment of homemaking tasks,
from the care and companionship of children, and from the marital relationship. Using data from the 1964 follow-up. we find that the upwar-dly mobile were more inclined
to rank companionship and understanding in the marital relation ship above childr en as
the most important aspect of marriage, while the non-mobile assigned greater importance t o c hildre n than to re lations with husband.
Enjoyment of homemaking did not
vary by mobil ity or class origin.
The women were asked to r a nk order six activities or possessions on their relative Significance in marriage: the c hance to have and rear children, standard of living, companionship with husband, sexual relations, security and comfort of a home.
and mutual understanding. In the total sample, the three mo st popular aspects of marriage were mutual understanding, children. and companionship. (Comparable r esu lts
were obtained by Blood & Wolfe in their Detroit survey, 1960:8 1) Across all four mobility groups, mobile women from the working class were highest on husband orientation; they were most likely to rank mutual understanding as the first or second important aspect of marriage and were least inc lined to emphas ize children (78 vs 25%) .
The r e lative importance of these marital va lues was reversed among non-mobile women of sim ila r c la ss origin (53 vs 70/f0). For women from the middle class, the per centage in each group who preferred these aspects of marriage varie d between fi ftytwo and sixty - e ight per cent, and difference s by mobility were in the same direction
as those obtained among women from the working class. These results are gene rally
con s is te nt with the well-known association between role segregation between ma rita l
p artne r s and low social status and s uggest that extreme mobility (such as among mo bile women of working class origin) may strengthe n the wife's emotional investment in
her hu sba nd r e lative to other m embers of the imm ediate family or kin . However, one
might expect role segr egation in some marriages of the upwardly, especially where
the husband is highly s uccessful and involved in the job. Though evidence of this pattern is lacking. the marita l values of these women would heighten their sens itivity to
a loss of companionship and communication.
U women tend to emphasize those aspects of marriage which are most reward-
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ing. we might expect dilferences between mobile and non - mobile women in how they
evaluate themselves as parents,
Perceive d inadequac ies as a parent do not corre s pond with our picture of the upwardly mobile. yet women who achieved higher status
through marriage were mor e conscious of the ir difficulties in the pa r ental r ole than
the non -mobile . Nearly all wom en in the sample r eporte d tm t they had felt inadequate
as a parent at one time or another. However. more of the mobile women claimed that
they felt this way "lots of times" (42 vs 14%), and thi s difference did not vary by class
ongrn.
When asked to identify their problems, the upwardly mobile more frequently
cite d inhe r e nt limitations or difficulties in child- rearing . such a s a n inability to protect the ir c hild and peer pressures (57 vs 26%), while the non- mobile more often mentione d sell-deficiencies s uch as a lack of knowledge, patience, wisdom, a nd experience (36 vs 10%). The self-e va luations of mobile women most like ly reflect their primary investment in the marital relationship, as well as the self-consciousne ss and
personal standards which deve lop t hroug h education a nd the adaptive e xperience s of
frequent status change.
On activities outside the home, employment, and community affair s , the data
are contrary to our expectations. Over half of the women considered the work r ole to
be les s important than at least two other activities, a nd thi s sentiment did not vary by
class origin or mobility. Orientations toward community and leisure activities were
related only to clas s origin; adult status and mobility had s urprising ly little effect on
these attitudes . 9 However. s ocial participation was associated with mobility. In the
1958 interview, membership in two o r more associa tions was more common among
mobile than among non- m obile women from the working class (56 vs 22%) and middle
class (88 vs 60%).
The di sparity between community pre ference and participation among mobile women of working clas s sta tus generally desc ribes a mode of adaptation
in which behavior but not values conform with prevailing patterns of life in a new social setting.
They r esem ble women born in the middle class on such participation.
but adher e t o attitudes on thi s activity which are more commonpl ace in the working
Rosow ha s used "Chameleon" to describe thi s type of value-behavior disclass. lO
crepancy, a nd notes that " secondary g roup s a nd impersonal role r e lationships" are
particularly conducive to thi s adaptation . (1965)
During middle age , comparisons te nd to shift from accompli shments since birth
to the remaining years for achieving desired objectives. Since the women were entering this phase of life at the 1958 follow-up, it was an appropriate time to inquire about
their fee lings concerning life e xperiences and achievements.
From the standpoint of
progress in living standards and statu s , the upwardly mobile were r e latively success fu l , a nd this experience was registe r ed in a generally pos itive review of their life .
Eighty-four per cent cla imed that they we r e well-satisfied with the ir life situation and
accomplishments, and this eva luation did not vary by class origin. Positive sentime nt
was le ss prevalent among non- mobile women from the middle and working class (56 &
25%). In addition, the desire to change many past events was negatively correlated
with upward mobi lity, espec ia lly among wo men from the middle class.
It is clea r
that not a U of the upwardly mobile are satisfied with their past, and a number of the
non-mobile are genera lly content.
Nevertheless, differentia l mobility i s associated
with a s ubstantial contrast in life eva luation, espec ially am ong wom e n who grew up in
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the working class.
If separation and disenchantment have increased in a majority of
marriages in the sample, as reported in other long itudinal studies, these conditions
are not reflected in the life reviews of most women who achieved highe r s tatu s through
marriage.

3

PERSONALIT Y FROM ADOLESCENCE TO ADULTHOOD

There is some correspondence between t he life experie nces of the upwardly mobile and condition s which promote per sonal e ffec tiveness or competence.
However ,
pre - occupation with family activities could lim it exposure to challenging new e xperiences and m inimize the adaptive experiences associated with changes in husband's job.
Few wom en e xpressed a strong interest in empLoyment and communi ty activities.
Moreover, hu sband' s statu s does not directly r eflect upon a woman's compet ence or
he r performance as wife and mother. These conditions question whether upward mobility i s related to growth in competence between adolescence and middle adulthood.
Four outcomes may result from a compa rison of the same women in adolescence
and adulthood on similar measures of personality; a significant difference may be ab sent or pre s ent at both time period s or at only one time period.
The emergence of
significant personality differences only in adulthood would provide the clearest e vidence on the psychological effect s of differential mobility through marriage . Se lf de scriptions and ratings obtained in junior high school and adulthood (between the ages
of 33 & 38) were used to test the hypothesized relationship between mobility andper sona lity.
Comparisons we r e made between the same women in the two mobil ity
groups by class origin.
Self - report measure s in ado lescence were developed from identical items on
questionnai res administered in the two time periods. In adu lthood , appropriate scales
were selec ted from the California Personality Inventory which was adm ini ster ed in
1953 - 54.
Also included in the analysis were three scales deve loped from CPI items
by Professor Jack Bloc k a t the Institute of Human [)3velopment: Neu rotic Undercontrol, Neurotic Overcontrol, and Psychoneurosis. Table 3 excludes data on the senior
high school period since the self-characterizations of mobile and non-mobile women
showed no appreciable change relative to each other acro ss the two time periods.
During adolescence , the girls who subsequently achieve d higher status through
marriage we re seen as more attractive in physique than the le ss successful girls, but
this difference is not reflected in their own perceptions of status and self-assurance.
Similarity rather than change is clearly the most significant outcome. Since views of
se lf fr e quently differ from the perceptions of others , we e xpl ored the degree of correspondence between self- descriptions and behavior ratings made by staff members
during the same time pe riod. A high degree of agreement wa s found among g irls from
the middle c lass in juni or and senior high school; those who subsequently achieved
higher status through marriage were similar to girl s who we r e less successful on
social adjustment. leadership , and se lf- assurance .
Working class girls who later
became upwardly mobile closely resembled middle class g i rls in these respects.
However, a substantial discrepancy between self-de scription and ratings was found
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TABLE 3

THE SELF-DESCRIPTIONS OF MOBILE & NON-MOBILE WOMEN IN ADOLESCENCE & ADULTHOOD
(BY CLASS ORIGIN)
Mean Scores By Mobility & Class Origin

Self Description

Middle Class
Mobile Non-Mobile

Working Class
Mobile Non-Mobile
(N=10)
(N=18)

(N=19)

(N=l1)

3 .4
2.9
5. 4
3.2
5.6
4.4

2.6
2.6
6.2
4. 2
5. 3
4.0

3.9
2.3
5. 6
3. 9
5.3
4.8

4.2
2.9
5.9
3.9
3. 9
4.1

37 . 7

38.2
25.7
33 .1

** 33.8
** 20 . 5
* 29 . 6

25 . 3
19 . 9
13 . 0
8.7
7.2

25 .2
19 . 4
17.7
10 . 2
9.6

Junior High Questionnaire a
Anxious / Emotional
Fantasizes

Independent
Resists Parental Requests
Good Student
Social Leader

**

CPI Scales (1953- 54)

Well-Being
Sociability
Responsibility

Achievement Via Conformity
Achievement Via Independence
Neurotic Overcontrol Of Impulses
Neurotic Under control Of Impulses
Psychoneurosis

a

39.2
24.0
35 .8
29.0

22 .6

21. 6

*** 31. 6
** 25 . 8
* 18 . 9

15 . 5
8.5
8.0

15.6
9. 8
9. 0

**

These indexes were constructed from items included in a questionnaire

administered when t he subjects were in junior high school.
Anxious: Scores on the index represent a summation of all Yes responses
to fifteen questions on a checklist, q uestions such as the following :
Do you get rattled easily?
Do you worry a good deal about things that might happen which
you would not like?
Do you often feel blue?
Do you think you are a rather nervous person?
Fantasizes: A summation of scores of two in t er-correlated items:
Are you like a person who prefers to sit by himself and imagine
things? She thinks it is much more fun than playing games .
Are you like a person who has make-believe friends and a makebelieve world which is much nicer than the real world?
Scores on each self-rating ranged from 1 (No ) to 5 (Yes) .
(Continued)
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(Continued)

Independent: A summation of three five-point items:
Are you like a girl who is allowed to stay out at night as late

as she likes?
Are you a girl who gets to go places without permission?
Are you a girl who is allowed to go out with a crowd of boys and
girls without any grown-ups along?
Resists Parental Requests:

A s ummation of scores on two interrelated five -

point items:

Are you like a girl who always does just what her mother tells
her to do? (No = 5, Yes ~ 1)
Are you like a girl who doesn't mind her mother and father? She
knows she is old enough to decide things
Yes = 5)

fOT

herse lf .

(No

=

1.

Scores on this and th e following indexes range from 1 - 10 .
Good Student: A summation of scores on two interrelated five-poi n t items:
Are you like a gi rl who gets very good marks on all of her
Schoolwork?
Are yo u like a girl who is the b righ test gi rl in school?
Social Leader: A
Are you
tells
Are you
likes

summation of scores on two interrelated f ive-point items:
like agirl who is a leader? All of the girls do what she
them to do .
like a girl who is the most popula r in school? Everyone
her.

among working class girls who did not marry out of their class of origin. These girls
clearly evaluated themselves more positively than di d others.
They we re rated
markedly lower than girls in the other three mobility groups on lea dership, self-assurance, and social adjustment (Ps <.01), and these differences were found in both
adolescent time periods.
In the adult years we find some evi dence suggestive of the psychological effects
of marriage mobility among women from the m iddle class. The upwardlymobile were
not brighter nor more competent as students than the non-mobile during adolescence ,
but they described themselves as more responsible and achievement- oriented in middle adulthood.
The two groups remained relatively s imilar over thi s time per iod in
emotional state and sociability , and this continuity also appear s among women from
the working class, if one compares the s taff r a tings in ado lescence with self-description s in adulthood. Women who remained in the working class were relatively Iowan
emotional and social a dj us tm ent in both time periods, but they were surprisingly s imilar to the upwardly mobile in descriptions of self on achievement, conside ring the
la rge difference in adult status.
Overall, the emergence of variations in perceived
competence during middle adulthoo d which favor t he upwardly mobile i s tentatively
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shown among women from the middle class. a lthough measurement variations by life
periods rule out a precise detennination of this change .
The s e variations in personality measurement and the "e go" cons iderations
which influence self-descriptions are minimized by a set of identical personality ratings in adolescence and adulthood . These nine-point ratings were obtained from California Q sets (Block 1961) in three time periods: Junior high schoo l. senior high
schoo l, and adulthood (1958).
In each of the two ado lescent periods , three trained
judges were pr esented with an identica l set of data on each s ubject (including se lfreports from the women, classmate ratings. staff observations, and parental interviews) and were asked to sort independently the app roximately one hundred items into
nine ordered categories, ranging fr om one (uncharacters itic) to nine (most characte ristic).
The judgments on each item were then averaged to obtain each woman's
score.
In orde r to preserve independence between tIle judgments in the three time
periods, a different set of judges was assigned to each subject in each period. Ratings
on the women in adulthood were based on depth interview data and on other self-report
information obtained in the second adu lt follow-up. when the women were approximately thirty - seven ortrurty-eightyears of age . Socio-economic and mobility indexes
were excluded from the materials given to the judges.
TIle average reliability of the
composite Q set for each of the three periods was slightly less than .7.

An overview of personality change among women in thP. sample and its resemblance to change among men in t he same longitudinal s tudy is provided by the percentage of items on which differences between the two mobility groups are Significant at
the.05 level. 11 For ninety items which were common to a ll time periods, upwardly
mobile women differed Significantly from the non-mobile on only seven per cent in
each of the adolescent periods, in contrast to twenty - two per cent in adulthood.
The
same comparison for men disclosed a much larger percentage of differences i1 adulthood; fifty - one versus ten per cent in the two adolescent periods.
On this mode of
analysis , personal change by differential mobility, defined in terms of change in the
relation between mobility groups on items over tim e . is considerably more widespread
among men than among married women.
In order to detennine the size, direction. and type of personality differences

associated with mobility, s ixteen of the ratings which were judged most relevant to
the psycho - socia l functioning of women in marriage mobility were selected fo r subgroup campa risons.
Since class variations on differences between mobil ity groups
were not obtained for eleven of the ratings, they were analyzed without a contr ol on
socia l class. (See Table 4)
The remaining ite m s are reported in Table 5 for the a dult and senior high periods: mean values for the two adolescent periods were sim ilar.
Except for the higher aspirations of the upwardly mo bile in senior high school.
the se lected personality ratings in adolescence were not predictive of subsequent mobility through marriage.
And across all three life period s there are no s ubstantial
differences by mobility on dependability, impul se control, and ego integration, al though the upwardly mobile were rated slightly higher on the se characteristics than
the non-mobile . (Table 4)
There is also no evidence that the upwardly mob i 1 e
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TABLE 4
PERSONALITY RATINGS IN THREE LIFE PERIODS BY MARRIAGE MOBILI TY
Mean Ratings By Marriage

Mobility
Ratings

.1

Life
Period

Mobile

Non-Mobile

(N-25)

(N=20)

Junior High
Senior High
Adult

4.8
5.0
5. 8

2 Dependable / Reliable

Junior High
Senior High
Adult

7.2
5. 5
7.0

6.4
5.6
6,.3

3 Tends To Express Impulses Directly

Junior High
Senior High
Adult

4.1
4. 9
3. 4

5.1
5.0
4.4

4

Junior High
Senior High

Adult

4. 0
4.0
3.6

•••

4. 2
4.7
5.5

Junior High
Senior High
Adult

4.3
3.8
4. 4

••

4. 7
4.5
5.9

Junior High
Senior High
Adult

4.7
3.9
4.6

••

4.4
4.8
6.0

5

6

High Aspirations

Self-Defeating

Fearful

Submissive

•••

4.2
3.6
5. 0

7

Giving

Junior High
Senior High
Adult

5.8
4.6
6. 1

5.3
5.4
6.6

8

Brittle Ego / Lacks Integration

Junior High
Senior High
Adult

4.7
5.0
4. 6

5.1
5.4
5.4

Junior High
Senior High
Adult

4.4
4.8
3. 3

•••

5. 2
5.5
4.7

J unior High
Senior High
Adult

3.9
3. 8
3.6

••

3.7
4.2
4.8

Junior High

3. 6
3.8
3.0

•••

3.6
4.5
5.2

9 Withdraws When Frustrated

10

11

Feels Victimized By Life

Lacks Personal Meaning In Life

Senior High
Adult

••
•••

< .05
< .01
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became less warm and responsive to others, relative to the non-mobile, after the adolescent years.
Some change did occur, primarily among the non-mobile, on interpersonal and coping effectiveness; these women were rated higher in adulthood than in
adolescence on self-defeatist and withdrawal tendencies, on fearfulness and submissiveness, and on a feeling of victimization. (Table 4)
These appraisal s are much
less characteristic of mobile women in the adult period and either remained stable or
became less common between adolescence and adulthood.
Evidence of an increase in competence among the upwardly mobile, relative to
the adolescent years, is fotll1d mainly among women who were least likely to have a
college education, namely those from the working class. (Table 5)
These women
were rated higher on productivity and breadth of inte rests in adulthood than in adoles cence, and were also considerably higher on these ratings than the non-mobile in a dulthood.
They a 1 s 0 became less sensitive t o criticism over this time period.

TABLE 5
PERSONALITY RATINGS IN TWO LIFE PERIODS BY MARRIAGE MOBILITY & CLASS ORIGIN

By

Middle Class
Mobile Non-Mobile

Working Class
Mobile Non-Mobile

(N:15)

(N=9)

(N=lO)

(N=lO)

Senior High
Adult

5.3
6.5

5.3
6.1

5.5
6.8

•••

4.7
4.8

2 Wide Interest

Senior High
Adult

4.8
5. 2

3.8
4.8

4. 5
5.4

••

3. 4
3.3

3

Senior High
Adult

6. 5
6.6

6.4
6.4

6.2
6.0

4.6
4.8

Senior High
Adult

5.7
5. 1

5.6
5.1

5.8
4.9

6.4
6. 8

Senior High
Adu lt

4.0
4.8

4.2
3. 1

3.7
3.4

Ratings

1

Productive I
Gets Things Done

Socially Poised

Life
Period

Mean Ratings
Marriage Mobility & Class Origin

4 Hypersensitive
To Cri ticism

5

Fe els Satisfied
With Self

••
•••

< .05
< .01

••

•••

3. 3
3.2
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However. there is no evidence that they gained a greater sense of satisfaction with
se lf as did mobile women from t he middle class. The stability of this self-evaluation
may be due in part to the unfavorable status comparisons with husband that a r e as soc ia ted with extreme mobility, on education and family background in particular.

Though women from the working class are similar in self-evaluation. despite
large differences in adult status, one would expect them to differ in their response to
thi s appraisal.
In view of the social requirements associated with middle or upper
m iddle class status, we expecte d effort toward self-improvement to be most charac teris tic of wome n who married into the middle class. An adult index of these motiva-

tional tendencie s was available in a psychodynamic rating on achievement. defined as
the "desire to attain a high level of objective accomplishment; to increase se lf- regard
by the successful exercise of talent. to select hard tasks." Thi s five -point rating was
made by the interviewe r s who saw the women when they returned for the 1958 followup .
Using standard scores on the rating . we find that upw ardly mobile women from
the workin$c1ass did score highes t on the desire to increase their self-regar d through
mas tery (X = 54. 1); women from the middle class were next in order, followed by nonmobile women from the working class (Ks = 47. 1 & 42.3). The difference betwe e n the
achievement orientation of the two groups of women from the working class was s ignificant at the. 01 level. 12
Mobile women from the middle class had less need to be
concerned with self-improvement than the non-mobile in view of the ir educational status, and the two groups did not differ s ignificantly in this respect.
In some cases , withdrawal from problem s and anxiety r e duction may take the
form of dependence on alcohol.
Alcoholism i s known to be concentrated among the
downwardly mobile, and we find heavy drinking most common among the stable and
downwardly mobile.
lAta on drinking behavior were obtained from a medical record
completed in 1953- 54, from a question on th e 1958 interview, and from a home
interview in 1964.
The women were assigned to one of five amount-frequency categories: problem. heavy. moderate. light, and abstinence. Among the upwardly mobile from both soc ial c lasses, fourteen per cent were defined as either problem or
heavy drinkers in comparison to forty-seven per cent of the stable and downwardly
mobile women.
Heavy drinking was slightly more prevalent among non-mobile women from the middle class. The number of proble m drinkers was too small for a separate analysis. An ongoing study of the adolesce nt pe rsonality corre lates of heavy and
problem drinking in adulthood offers some clues as to factors which would predis pose
a woman to heavy drinking under str ess. In senior high school. the problem and heavy
drinkers were rated substantially higher tha n other women on self-indulgence. r ebelliousness. direct impulse expression. defeatist tendencies. and affectation. 13

With few exceptions. the reported differences between mobile and non-mobile
women in life patterns and psychological functioning are a matter of degree.
Some
women who did not achieve higher status through marriage expressed satisfaction with
their past experie nces and scored high on r atings of personal competence. while the
reverse was true for some women who were upwardly mobile. Diffe r ent life sequences
and experiences within each mobility group may have contributed to s uch variation and
should be explored in larger samples.
Important s ocial and emotional aspects of
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marriage, for instance, wer e excluded from our analysi s for lack of adequate data.
Another relevant dimension of adult experience is gainfu l employment--its scheduling ,
in the life course, the kind of work involved, duration of employment, and the conditions or attitudes related to work. (Cf. McMulvey 1961) The stronger the associa tioD
bet\Veen social mobility and personality among men than among women in the Growth
Study sample suggests tha t the study of personal change in married women requires a
broa d focus on the various status sequences which define their life course. The timing of important transitions, the direction of statu s change through marriage, a s we ll
as the scheduling and coordina tion of roles are structural e lements of a woman's experience which deserve further r esearch.

REVIEW
This paper r eports an investigation of marriage mobility, role attitudes , and
personality in a longitudina l sample of seventy women from middle and working class
families.
The women were born in the early 1920's. were studied periodically from
1932 to 1939. a nd have participated in a t least one adult fo llow-up. The s tudy focused
on two genera l hypotheses:
A positive evaluation of the prestige, future prospects, and economic
rewards provided by hu s band' s work will be associated with upward mobil ity through marriage. especially among women from the working class,
and with a relatively strong prefer ence for work and community activities.
Variations in competence which favor the upwardly mobile will be
associated with differentia l mobility prima rily in the adult years.
Some fee lings of inadequacy were expected among mobile women from the working
class.
To i dentify activities a nd events associated with mobi lity, we first compared
the life experiences of the upwardly mobile and non-mobile women within groups defined by family origin.
1 The upwardly mobile did not marry at a l ater age than the nonmobile . although they did start their fam ily at a later age.
Number of
children was not consistently related to mobility.
The upwardly mobile
achieved a higher level of education and were more likely to have less e ducation than their husbands , in comoarison to the non- mobile.
Financial
problems, extensive work experience after the war years, and husbands
who carried wo jobs simultaneously were most prevalent among non-mobile women from both social classes. Marital impennanence was concentra ted among women whose life cour se was relative ly discontinous in culture and soc ial networks--the upwardly mobile from the working class and
the downwardly mobile from the middle c lass .
Reported marital a djustment was unrelated to diffe r e ntial mobility after t he age of thirty-five.
2

Sati sfaction with the rewards of husband' s job was associatedw itb
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upward mobility, and as predicted, the most satisfied women were those
who were upwardly mobile from the working class. In terms of their own
roles , women in the sample clearly pr eferred fam il y activity to employment and community affai rs. The upwardly mobile , however. were more
likely to value relations with husband over children as the primar y dimen sion of the ir marriage . and this was espec ially true of women fro m the
working class . Children were given a mor e central role in the marriages
of t he non - mobile, and these wom en were less likely t o report inadequacy
as a parent.
Preferences for work and community ac tivitie s were not related
to mobility . a lthough the upwardly m obile Wbe more a ctive in voluntary
associations. Regardless of mobility , women from the m iddle class displayed greater interest in communltyactivities than women from the working class , while the class diffe rence was reversed on leisure .
3 During adolescence , t he self- descriptions of mobile and non - mo bile women were very similar on emotionality, independence from parental control, popularity , and leadership. 111is resemblance was also found
on s taff ra tings , except for non - mobile girl s in the workingc1ass who were
rated s ignifi cantly lower than other g irls on social adjustmen t, self-confidence , and popular ity. Fourteen years after graduation from high school,
mobile women from the middle class scored higher on Respons ibility &
Achievement Vi s Coniormity (CPI Scales) than the non - mobile . Adult selfpe rceptions among women from the wor king class were generally s im ilar
to those which were present in the adolescent years .
4 Though average ratings of ego functioning in adolescence were
genera ll y s i milar for mobile and non-mobile women , differences d id e merge in the adul t yea rs. primarily through a dec line in personal effec t iveness and morale among the latter.
In adul thood, these women were
characterized by withdrawal and defeati s t tendenc ies . a sense of victim ization' a lack of persona l meaning in life. and heavy drinking.
TIle upwardly mobile from the working class were rated higher on productivity
and br eadth of interes ts in adult hood than in adolescence , and differed s ignificantly fr om the non -mobile in both r espe cts. Although highly sati s fied
with t he extrin s ic benefits of their husband' s job, they we r e more di ssatisfied with self t han their counterparts from the m iddle class. Compared
to family or igin, these women achieved larger status gains than women
from the m iddle class , but they we re also at a greater di sadvantage in ed ucation rel ative to the ir husbands .

This study was suppor ted by National Science of Mental Health Grant MH0530 t o the
In stitute of Human Development, University of Ca lifornia a t Berke ley, Jolm A. Clausen ,
Ph. D., principal inves tigator .
TIils study i s based on an ana lys i s of data from the
Oakland Grow th Study (or iginally The Adolescent Growth Study) initia ted a t the institute
by Harold E . Jones .
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NOTES & REFERENCES

1

For essay on socialization and transitions in adulthood, see Brim 1969.

2

See, Langner & Michael 1963 and Ellis & Lane 1967.

3 The relative influence of physical attractiveness and education in the marriage mobility of women in the Growth Study i s reported in Elder 1969.
4 These findings are based on a separate analysis of the antecedent s and correlates of marital age.

5 Median fami ly size was only slightly higher among mobile than among nonmobile women from the middle class (3 . 29vs 3. 01) and the working class (3. 08 vs 2. 68).
6 Re sponses to each reward were scored as follows and then summe d: Like It
Very Much - 3; Like It Somewhat - 2; Neither Like It Nor Dislike It - 1; Som ewhat Or
Very Much Dislike It - O. Scale value s ranged from zero to nine .
7 The evaluation of husband ' s job among women i n the fou r mobility groups
closely corr esponds with the job a ttitudes of mobile a nd non-mobile men in the Oakland G r ow th Study; see, Elder 1969 b. A preference for the job over other roles , in c luding the family, and satisfaction with its prestige and economic r ewa rds we r e as sociated with upward mobility in each class - origin group, but these attitudes were
mos t pronounced among the upwardly mobile of working class origin.
From t he data
on men and wome n in th e sample, it appears that husband's work comm itment and the
wife's sa tisfaction with the extrinsic aspects ofllis job wou ld be strongest in marriages
bet\veen upwardly mobile men and women who were brought up in the working class.
111is type of marriage offers a potentially interesting contrast with marri ages between
non-mobile pe r sons in the working class and with marriages betwee n persons from
the m iddle class . (See, for example, Warner & Abegglen's 1963 study of successfu l
businessmen. )
8 The enjoyment and accompli srunent which the women derived from family
act ivities , relative to othe r activities, were not influenced by whether they felt they
had a happy or an unhappy marria ge.
In the 1964 su rvey, perceived marital happi ne ss and marital harmony on economiC, child- rearing, and other family matters were
unre lated to a preference for family activity (Av. r = .07). Such activi ty i s le ss central to men, and those in the Growth Study who reported an unhappy marriage were
not likely to prefer the fam ily over other roles (r = .35 between marital happiness and
family preference).
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9 Regardless of mobility, women from the middle class assigned relatively
greater priority to conmlUnity activities than did women from th e working c Lass
(Xs = 2. 00 vs . 37. P < .05).
Women in each class of origin had more in common on
this attitude than mobile women differing in cla ss backlIround.
This class difference
was r eversed on the preference for leisure activities (Xs = .92 vs 2.05, P < .05).
10 The discrepancy bet\veen community interests and activitie s among these
women is partially reflected in the primary source of their friends.
Only a third
cited social group memberships a s an important source of friends, in contrast to
s ixty-three per cent of their middle class counterparts.

11

The size of the two mobility group s is virrually ide ntica l for men and women.
TWenty -five of
the men were upwardly mobile in contrast to tw enty -four of the women.

In both sex groups the number of non-mobile cases is twenty-one .

Although these results do not correspond with the cpr achievement sca les,
the cpr was administered to the women appr oximately five years before the 1958 interview . Substantia l change may have occu r red in concern with achievement between
these years among some mobile women of middle class origin.
In additi on, se lfr eport scales are primarily measures of conscious achievement striving, whereas the
rating attempted to move beyond self-reports to underlying motivational predispo s itions.
12

13 The se resul ts are based on a current s tudy of the drinking patlerns of women
and men inthe Oakland Growth Study. r am gratefu l to Dr. Mary Jones for penn i ssion
to r eport the se results.
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THIS PAPE R examines the intensity and correlates of an active fa nn of
b lack alienation among black veterans . TIle data were gathered from one
hundred ninety-nine black ve terans in a Southern metropolitan area . Black
veterans we r e chosen because they represent a former occupa tional group
that has the potential for providing a disproportionate s hare of the activists
in a r adical protest movement.
Utiliz ing Smelser's theory of collec tive
behavior. three important causes of black alienation among veterans were
exam ined .
TIley were : (1) structura L stra ins of ser ving in the Armed
Forces, (2) st ructuraL conduciveness and s trains in adjusting to civilian
life. and (3) weak preventive social contro ls.
ind icators of the three
detenninants we r e found to be significantly related to black aliena tion .

This paper begins with three major premises. The first is that the black militant refo r m movement is badly splintered and weakened due to causes both e xterna l
and inte r nal to the movement . (Fendrich 1968. King 1968) Secondly. the new cuttingedge of black protest may well be black revolutionary groups. (Boesel 1969. Fendrich
1968. Horowitz & Liebowitz 1968. Killiam 1968, Oppenheimer 1969) F inally. a necessary condition for joining a blac k radical movement is a s ignificant level of alienation from established societal values and institutions. (Couch 1968, Kornhauser 1956)
Black aliena tion has a spec ialized mean ing within the context of this investigation.
We a r e not referring to the conceptualization that emphasizes es trangement
from se lf and socie ty. characterize d by powerlessness. normlessness , i solation, or
meaningle ssnes s that often surrounds the politically apathetic individual. Rather , we
are concerned with a more narrow form of active political discontent that Olsen (1969)
has distingui shed fr om political apathy .
This form of alienation has been described
as an orientation toward the world of politics that "is not s impl y one of detachment,
but of susp icion, distrust. hostility. and cynicism . The se people be lieve that political
office holders are corrupt. self-seeking . and incompetent, that the whole political
process is a fraud and a betrayal of public trust." (Campbell 1962: 14)
As Aldric h
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(1967) has noted:

Viewed in this light, alienat ion is transformed from a condition of
the person ' s mind Loto a condition of the political order. with the various
politica l object s seen as symbo ls of the individual's discontent. (P . 16)
Blacks who are alienated have specific objects of pol itical distrust and bonds of identity
and support that makes t hem a sel f- conscious collectivity.
1111s type of collectivity
has been described as an alienated solidary group acting as potencial partisans in the
political process. (Gam son 1968)
If the t hree p r em i ses are accurate , the question can then be asked: What ma jor
segments of th e black popu lat ion will provide the aliena ted c o re of activist s in a radi cal bla ck movement?
'TIle lite r ature on social moveme nts has suggested t\vo major
i nterpreta tions of partici pant s . TIle first is the p sych ological interpret ation : Leaders
and followe r s are cons idered t o be drawn from the T r ue Believers, Misfit s , Deviant s,
Margina l Men and ot he r pe r sonally un stable segments of soc ie ty . (Hoffe r 1951 , Lang
& Lang 1961, Tach 1965) TIle sec ond is the predom inant ly sociological interpretati o n
of the class basis of pa r tic ipation .
T r ad itionally. thi s approach placed p r ima r y emphaSi S upon the proleta r iat as the major source of act ivi sm . (Marx 1959, R ud~ 1964.
Trot sky 1959) More recently, the urba n lumpenp r oleta ria t and the peasant s have a lso
bee n cons idered t he major mass basis for participation, d irected by d is affec ted o r
r elatively dep rived members of the m id dle c lasses. (Fa non 196 1, Horow itz & Lie bo wit z 1968)
Another variation of the class basis of pa rt ic ipation in soc ia l m ovement s
i s the status inconsistency or ientation. (Olvies 1962 , Geschwender 1968) Some writers have ut ili zed all th ree i nsights and have discussed part ic ipation by va r ious social
classes , types of status inconsistent s. and the persona lly unstable in terms of the ac tivi t ies and dema nds for involvement in a particu lar social movement. (Couch 196&
Oppenheimer 1969, Shi butan i & Kwan 1965)

It i s suggested here tha t a more fru itful s oc iological investigation of leadership
and p articipa tion in r adical move m ent s m ight be unde rtaken by exam ini ng occupa ti ons
or categories of workers withi n soc ial c lasses t hat a r e s ubject t o t remendou s s t ruc Bensman , in his comment s on
t ural s t r ains dur ing periods of rap id social change .
black policemen, observed:
In every pe riod of historical crisi s the r e are g r oups , occupat ions .
and classes who a r e "accidentally" located in the "nu tc r ackers" of his t ory.
Such groups e xperience in ext reme fonn all t he Cl'oss - pressur e s ,
te n Sions, and contradiction s of a soc iety in the process of tear ing i t s e lf
apart. (Alex 1969: xv)

F ocusing on particular occupational g r oups or ca tegories of workers may have
the potentia l of being less ideological and more p r ecise than broad ly based socio - econom ic status analysis and may lead to the discove r y of certain segments of t he occu pational s t ructure within various soc ia l classes that supply a disproportionate s hare
of the activists in different types and stages of soc ial movements.
Thi s appr oach is
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not entire ly original.
The literature on participation in voluntary associations suggests that select occupations may be a better predictor of soc ial participation than
socia-economic class . (Hagedorn & Labovitz 1967. Wilen sky J961)
Smelser ha s outlined the basic determinants of collecitve behavior that can be
u sed to analyze socia l movement s: (1) st.ructu ral conduciveness. (2) s tructura l strain ,
(3) grow th and spread of a generalized belief, (4) precip itating factors , (5) mobilization of participants for action, and (6) the operation o f social control. (Smelser 1963:
I S-17)
In discuss ing the grow th of revolutionary movements, particular attention is
given to structural conduciveness. s tructural strain and social control. (Smelserl969).
These three major factors can a lso be considered determinants of black alienation.
In genera l, s tructural conduciveness refe r s to the inability of existing social
institutions to meet the "authentic needs" of part of the aggrieved populace . I There
are four specific aspects of struc tural conduciveness.
The first is the perception of
the perception of the d iscontented that authoritie s ha ve been irresponsive to the strains
that have arisen in the community.
TIle second is the exis tence of bas ic societal
cleavages such as race or the unequal allocation of wealth, prestige. and power.
Third is t he lack of effective channels in which grievances can be redressed. Finally,
an adequate means of communicati on exists for express ing hostile beliefs a nd mobilizing for collective act ion. (Downes 1968:30-31)
Structural strain refers to aU those things wrong in the soc ial environment that
are inst rumental in the development of some episode of collective behavior. (Evans
1969)
The sources of structu r al str ain a r e numerous. (Oppenhe imer 1969. Smelser
1963)
They can arise from the ambiguities among values or bet\veen stated values
and empi rical realities. They can arise from the perceived discrepancies in the competition for and allocation of the scarce r esource s of power, status , and economic re wards to various groups in soc ie ty. There is ambiguity s temm ing fr om the difference
betwee n how one performs in a particular role and how one is r ewarded , as well as
ambiguity stemming from conflict among an individual's statuses and role s within so ciety. Finally, the re can be ambiguities in the allocation of rewards, responsibilities
and authorit y within a social organization s uch as a university or labor union .
Smelser (1963) considers effective agents of soc ial control as counter-detemlinants which prevent. interrupt, deflect or inhibit the accumulat ion of the other determinants of collective behavior. The r e are two broad type s of social control: (l)the
preventive controLs that minim ize conduciveness and s train, an·d (2) repreSSive con t rols thet: are mobil ized only a fter a collect ive episode mater ializes .
Although the
lack of both types of effective social controls are relevant, this investigation focu f:es
on th e Lack of effective preventive controLs for the growth of bLack alienation .
Whatever the sources of structu ral conduciveness , s tra ins , and weak soc i a L
controls , individuals withi n particular occupations are beset with cross pressures ,
r ole contradictions , and marginalities that threaten their justifications for being in a
particular occupation. Severe structura l strains generally induce a rapid turnover in
mem b e rship. for examp le the tr aditional occupa t~on of salesman or the recent
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resignations of university presidents. The strains. however, do not necessarily push
members of occupations toward becoming active in a social movement. Men may become horizontally mobile or maintain only a marginal level of commitment to the occupation.

Members in occupations that are characterized by severe structural strain may
become alienated and pa rticipate actively in a social movement only after they have
gone through disillusionary encounters and precipitating experiences. These experiences lead them to perceive the discrepancies in the normative expectations and th e
discrepancies in personal as well as social values that had previously supported their
involvement in the occupation. Once the discrepancies are keenly felt , there is a rejection of part or a ll of the pr evious supports . (Toch 1965) If they remain on the job,
they can only exp ress their alienation whe n the s ituation is structurally conducive,
that is their work provides enough autonomy to meet the overt requ i rements of the ir
employer and, at the same t ime, the opportunity to subvert from within. If they leave
their job a nd seek another , they are more likely to become alienated if the sources of
s t ructural strains and conduc i veness are perceived to be present in the new situation.
This theoretical orientation suggests that black veterans , as a segment of the
black community, might be strongly alienated , and have a high probability for joining
a black radica l movement .
As an occupational group , blacks in the Armed Forces
experience severe structural stra lns .
Until r ecently , the black communi ty placed
high value on joinlng the Armed Forces as an investment in upward mobility.
The
mi litary institution was thought to be the most color - blind institution in white soc iety,
where a man was evaluated and rewar ded in term s of his achievemen ts and not his
color. (Mosko s 1966, Stillman 1969) Recently. different va lues and beliefs have come
into conflict with those that had supported serving in the Armed Forces.
Black
spokesmen have brought into question the morality o(the war in Vietnam , m il itarism ,
the effects of t he mi litary- industrial complex in the ordering of national priorities.
and the disproportionate number of black casualties . (King 1967, Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Comm ittee 1966, Young 1967)
TIley have also raised the cruel irony of
fighting for a democracy abroad and not benefiting from the fru its of a democratic
soc iety at home .
We are taking the young black men who have been crippled by our
soc iety and sending them 8, 000 m iles away to guar antee libe r t ies in South east Asia which they had not found in Southwest Georgia and East Harlem.
So we have been repeatedly faced with the cruel irony of watching Negro
and wh ite boys on TV sc r eens as they kill and die together for a nation that
has been unable to seat them together in the same schoo l.
So we watch
them in brutal solidarity burning the huts of a poor village, but we realize
that they cou ld never live on the same block in lRtroit. (King 1967 : 37)
Evidence of structural strain is apparent in the first term
Once a source of prid e and proof of opportunity for blacks ,
dropped by fifty pe r cent between 1966 and 1967. (Llorens 1968)
a ttempts to organize black power groups in Vietnam as we ll as

r e-enlistment rates.
re-enlistment rates
There have a l so been
racial confrontations
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among troops who were not involved in combat. Uohnson 1968) Moreover , black opinions a t home reflect increased am biguities of black participation in the Armed Forces .
in 1969. fifty- s ix percent of blacks compared to thirty-five percent in 1966 opposed
the war in Vietnam because they have le ss freedom to fight for.
Blacks believe by a
margin of two to one that black soldiers are fighting a disproportionate share of the
war. Seven out of eight believe the costs of the war hurt the war on poverty at home .
(Gallup 1969)
Given these sou rces of s tructural s train, a large percentage of black
so ldie rs have decided to leave mi litary se r vice.
When a young black man is discharged from the Armed Forces. however . he is
exposed to new sources of structural strain and conducivene ss as a veteran .
After
fulfi lling the role requirements of reing a soldier . the re are the ser iou s ambiguities
of not receiving adequate recognition and rewards as a veteran . and the reality of
reing forced int o second class citizenship.
The black vete ran returns t o a society
which. by its own admission . is r acist and unwilling to reform it se lf by acting on the
major recommendations of its Pres idential commissions. un less the r ecommenda tion s
invo lve ways of improving control of civil disturbances . (Lipsky & Olson 1969. Urban
Coalition 1969)
Although the da ta are incomplete. it appears that black veterans'
participation in veterans benefits is much lower than the participation of World War
II and the Korean conflict. 2 Mor eover , specia l programs such as Project T r ans ition
have not been very effective in ass i sting veterans readjust to civilian life . 3 TIle lack
of meaningfu l retonus and the s trains of adjusting to second class citizenship suggest
the development of alienation and potential participation in black radical movements .
The potential for a lienation i s also manifest in the ve terans ' background characteristics and the explosive potential of the black ghetto . The g hetto has reen described
as a system for the maintenance of racial hegemony that i s composed of a se ries of
functionally reciproca l ins titutions run by whites, whi ch control the black community.
The mutual reciprocity of those in s titutions has caused them to fit
together as parts of a cont rol system through which the deciSions oC white
people with power determ ine the major outlines of the Bves of black peo ple wi thout power. (Boesel 1969 : 8)
Within this type of situation , the black community has corre s ponding ly weak institutiona 1 forms of social control , for examp le in the family and black churches .
OutSide of the merchants and police , the returning veteran i s not as subject to
the same intensity of white social control as some other segments of the black community.
He is neither on parole, nor up to hi s neck in debt, nor under the influence
of white schoo l and welfare officials , and may have only margina l commitment to his
job. Being young and frequently Single . he is less likely to re under the influence of,
albeit weak, black institutional controls such as the churches and the fam ily .
The purpose of thi s study was to explore the independent variables associated
w ith alienation among black veterans. TIle s tudy was considered an explo ratory effort
to suggest the important char acter istics of structural conduciveness. str a in, and weak
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social controls that generate alienation and possible participation in a radical protest
movement.
A large number of variables were considered to be indicators.
These
variables were classified into three general categories : (1) structural strains in the
Armed Forces, (2) structural conduciveness and strains in the process of adjustment
to c ivilian life, and (3) the weak black and white social controls in civilian life.
In gener a l , it was hypothes ized that both the structural strains of the military
experience and the structural conduciveness, the stra ins, and the weak social controls
in the adjustment to ci vilian life wou ld be related to black alienation.

RESEARCH DESICN
The data for thi s study were collected during the Fall of 1968 by interviewing a
random probability sample of one hundred ninety- nine b lac k vet era ns who lived within
t he Jacksonville, F lorida , metropolitan area, and who had been discharged from active
militar y service since January 1, 1963. 4
The sample was drawn from a list of 772
names and addresses of black veterans compiled fr om seven local agenc ies which provided infonnation on veterans by race, an enumera tion of every third household in
eighty randomly selected city blocks having seventy- five percent 0 r mor e 0 f nonwhite households in 1960, and three snowball techniques . 5
TIle snowball techniques
con s i s ted of (1 ) sending s tamped post cards requesting names and addresses of any
bla ck veterans who m ig ht qualify fo r this s tudy to t he fi r st 400 names that we re obtained, (2) requesting at the end of each interview the names of addit ional black vet erans who were di scha r ged s ince 1963, and (3) asking potential interviewer s for any
additional names and addresses.
Of those 256 valid names and addresses that we r e
sampled , 77.7 % were inte r viewed. 6
Because of the uni que difficulties in samp ling and interviewing black vete r ans ,
the co-sponso rsh ip of the Jacksonville Urban League was sought and war m ly received.
Blac k vet erans were h ired and trained to complet e the enumeration , twe nty- five pilot
inte r view s under fie ld c ondit ions, a nd the one hundre d ninet y-nine case s use d in this
mvestigation . Before going into the field , coope r ation was given by a local te levis ion
station, two radio stations , and the black weekly newspape r t o exp la in th e general objectives of the study to t he bla ck commtm ity . 7
The independent variables considered to be indicat ors of the s tructural s trains
of serving in t he mi litary we r e: (1) ne g a t i ve attitudes toward m Ilitary service,8
(2) invo luntary m ilitary pa rtic ipation (drafter vs enli s ted) , (3) margina l comm itment
t o the m ilitary a s a car eer (lower - rank a nd s horter length 0 f m ilitar y service) ,
(4 ) le s s c ontact wit h white sol diers (few c lose white friends and a hig h pe rcentage of
blacks in mil itary units) , (5) c ombat duty in Vietnam , and (6) r ecent di s c harge fr om
mil itary serv ice.
The va r iables t hat were con Side red to be r e lated to the structura l
conduciveness and s trains in the pr ocess of adjustment to civi lian life we re : (l)atti tudes toward the difficulty black vete r ans a r e h aving adjusting to c ivilian roles , 9
(2) status incons i stency (object ive, s ubjective, and types of status inconsistency) , 10
(3) inadequate occupational training i n the m ilita r y fo r ci vilianj obs (combat training vs
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tralnlllg in skills such as truck driving), (4) non-participation in veterans' benefits
(no contact or inadequate assistance from the local veterans administration and nooparticipation in educational or vocational training). and (5) not receiving assistance
from public employment agencies when seeking work.
The variables that were considered to be related to the weak black and white social controls were: (1) being subemployed (a feeling of not being sufficiently rewarded for work, working part-time,
or having worked less than thirty-seven weeks during the previous year), (2) younger,
~3) single, and (4) not an active member of any religious group.
Black alienation refers to an active rejection of white institutions and values as
well as the support of those beliefs and representatives of the black community that
foster and encourage sentiments of black nationalism and separatism.
Black aliena tion was considered to be multi-dimensional. consisting of six interrelated but conceptually and empi.ricaUy distinct dimensions.
The first dimension was distrust in
white political authorities because they are regarded a s incompetent and stupid in
achieving the collective goals of black people and biased against blacks in handling
conflicts of interest. The second dimension was the rejection of the public philosophy
that pays lip servi ce to the beliefs of justice. equality. and opportunity. (Gamson 1968)
TIle third dimension was pos itive black identification. which refers to a set of attitudes
that fosters a separate social-psychological identity. TIlis process involves the supplanting of white values. concerns, and definitions of self with alternatives that are
principally or exclusively black. TIle fourth was support for leaders and organi zations
that have rejected traditional militant reform effort s and advocated in their rhetoric
and action the rest.ructuring of American society. TIle fifth was favorable sentiments
for political and social separa tion of blacks from white America. TIle la st dimension
was sympathe tic support for the use of violence as a constraining influence on white
society.
Black alienation was measured by a twenty-nine item sca le that consi s ted of six
sub-scales. Each item had five respon ses that detennined either (1) the degree of agreement with the item, (2) the extent of distrust in white authorities, or (3) the degree of positive evaluation of black leader s and organizations.
The estimated split half reliability of the twenty-nine item scale was. 80. Item-sub-scale and item-totalscale correlations indicated the scale was internally consistent. 11
Inter - item correlations within a sub- sca le was higher than the average correlation with items on all
other sub - sca le s.
All sub-scale total sco r es were significantly related to the tota l
twenty-nine item total Sco r e.
The range of sub- scale -total-scale correlations was
from . 37 to .80.
Table I reports the responses to the alienation scale.
The mean
and s tandard deviation of the scale was 83.48 and 14.65, respectively.

ANALYSIS
The data were analyzed in three table s .
Scores for the dependent variable,
black alienation, were divided into Very High. High. Low . and Very Low, on the ba sis of an approximate quartile distribution. Low numerical scores indicate high le vels of alienation . Since the measur es of the independent variables consist of a number
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RESPONSES TO THE ITEMS OF THE ALIENATION SCALE
Distrust In Whi te Authorities Dimension
Trust

Distrust

*

Item

14%

57 %

Policeman

18
24
56
37
22

26
37
13
22

Metro Commi ssioner
Labor Leader
Membe r Of Civil Rights Commission
Congressman
Political Party Leader

31

Support For Black Radical Lea der s & Or gan izations
Posit i ve

Negative

Evaluation

Evaluation

43 %

44%

38
37

50

60

18
23
28
52
40

58

33
33
39

45

Item
Stoke l y Carmichael
H. Rap Brown
Mal colm X
Congress Of Racial Equality
Student Non- Violent Coordinating Committee
Deacons For Def ense & Justice
Black Muslims
Black Panthers

Pos itive Black Identificati on

Agree

Disagree

37%

50%

65

31

90

5

38

46

Item
Af ro hairstyles are not appropriate for most
black women.
I t hink of mysel f first as a bl ack man and
second as an American.
African hi story s hould be part of the cur riculum
for black children.
Blacks wouldn't accomplish much by b uying black .

Continued
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(Continued)

Rejection of the Public Philosophy
Agree

Disagree

40%

48%

77

12

67

20

Item
Blacks today are being judged more on their
abilities than on their race.
People today are more concerned with law & order
than with justice .
In the United States the concept of equal
opportunity is only a myth .

Favorable Sentimen t s For Political & Social Separation

Agree
38%

Item

Disagree

49%

Blacks should work t oget her as a sep a rate g roup
outside the two ma jor political parties in

11

73

40

38

39

44

order to gain mo re political power.
Blacks & whites could never live peacefull y
together.

If I owned a black business, I would prefer to
hire a black man over a white man.
Black people should run the schools in their
neighborhoods.

Sympathetic Support For Violence As A Constraint

Agree

*

Disagree

36%

47%

52

30

33

46

58

18

Item
It is becoming clear that violence is the only
way for blacks to obtain their rights.
Black leaders should only try to peacefully
persuade white leaders to change their politics
on race relations.
Black-white relations are going to get much worse
before they get better.
A major race riot could easily break out in this
town in the near future.

Undecided responses were omitted .
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of nom inal and ordina l indicators. Chi-square was used as the basic test of statistical
association . An association was conside r ed sta ti stica lly s ignificant if the probability
of it s occurrence was less than. as.
\Vhen an approp riate test of ordinal association
could be used, Gamma was computed to de te rmine the strength of the association.

(Costner 1965)
Table 2 reports the association bet.ween the measures of s tructu Lal s tra in s of
military service and black alienation .
The first measur e was tenned negative a tti tudes t owa rd military service. The scores we r e classified into Very Negative. Ne~a
tive , Po s itive , a nd Very Positive.
The assoc iation was stati s tically s ignificant (x =
64.0. df = 9. p < . 001) in the direct ion predicted . A Gamma of . 63 indicat ed a strong
asso ciation. Those who had the most negative attitudes tow ard m i litary service wer e
the most alienated . 111e second independent variable was the extent of vollmtary part icipation in military service. Scores were dichotomized into drafted or enlisted statu s . 111e association was stat istically significant (x 2 = 11. 7, df = 3, p < . 01).
Those
veterans who had been drafter into military service were more alienated than those
who had enlis ted.
The third independent variable cons is te d of two measures that attem pted to assess the degr ee of investment in the militar y as an occupational career:
(1) rank in se rvice . a nd (2) length of time in the m ilitary service .
Both measures
were associated with alienation in the predicted direction. 11103e who had not earned
higher ranks and who had spent less time in the se rvice were more alienated .
How eve r, rank (x 2 = 12. 4, df = 6. p <.1 0. Gamma = .12) was not as s trongly a ssociated
with alienation as length of service (x 2 = 15.1, df = 6. p < . 02. Gamma = . 32).
A fourth measure of s tructural stra in s in the m ilitary was the degree of contact
with whites.
1\vo measures attempte d to assess this dimension .
The first wa s the
number of close white frie ndship s that were esta blished during m ilitary service; and,
secondly, the racial composition of the major unit in which black veterans had served.
It wa s expected tha t those black veterans who had establis hed few, if any. close friend sh ips would be more alienat ed than those who had establi s hed more friendsh ips with
white sold iers . 111e association was s tatistically significant (x 2 = 32.2, df ::: 9, p < • 001)
in the predicte d direction and indicated a moderate degree of association (Gamma =
.36).
It was also expected that the greater th e proportion of blacks in a unit. the
greate r the alienation .
The association was not s tatis tically significant (x 2 = 2. 9.
df = 9, p < .98) and indicated a very weak association (Gamma = .04). The fifth m eas TIle as ur e of s truc tural s tra in in the Armed Forces was comba t duty in Vie tnam.
sociation was not significantly significant (x 2 = 5. 9. df = 3. p < .20) a t the. 05 level of
confidence , but did indica te a weak- to-moderate level of association in the p redicted
di rection. 1110se veteraJ1S who had served in Vie tnam we r e more alienated than those
who did not.
The last measure was yea r of discharge from m ilita r y se rvice . It was
expected that t he s tructural stra in s of serving in the military would have been felt
most intensely by those veteran s who had r ecently served in the Armed Forces.
Al though the association was in the predicted direction, it was not stati s tica lly Significant (x 2 = 12. 0, elf = 9, p < .25) a t the . 05 level of confidence .
In sum , four out of the eight m e asures of structural s tra in s in m ilitary service
in d i cat e d stati s tically Significant associations with black aliena tion. They were:
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(1 ) negative a ttitudes toward m ilitary se rvice , (2) being drafted into m il itary service
in s tead of en li sting. (3) shorter length of tim e in active duty. and (4) fe w close wh ite
friendships in military s ervice .
Three othe r measures were in the predicted direct ion and approache d s tati stica l s ignifica nce at the . 05 level of con fidence: (1) 10\<,er
achieved r ank in the se rvice , (2 ) having ser ved comba t duty in Vietnam , and (3) having
recently bee n d ischartecl from m ilitary service . Give n the r e la ti ve ly unre fined m ea surement of s t ructural s t rains in the m ilitary, the pattern of these assoc iations does
s upport the hypothes i s that structural s trains o f mi litary se rvice as an occ upation is
r el ated to bla ck a lie nation.

TABL E 2
STRUCTURAL STRAINS OF MILITARY SERVICE

&

BLACK ALIENATION

Ali enat ion
Very Hi gh High Low
73-83 84-95
29-72
I

Att itudes Toward
Mili tary Service

1
2
3
4

x 2; 64 .0 df = 9
Gamma; .63

12
1

7
15
19
10

43

51

29
14

34
17

43

51

9

Very Nega tive
Negative
Positive
Very Positive

21

To tal

II

Very Low Total
96-146

2
8

0
3

21

11

31

25

18
47
63
67

62

39

195

30
33

16
26

109
90

63

42

199

P < . 001

Involuntary Parti cipation
In The Military Service

1 Draft ed
2 Enlisted
Total
x 2 :: 11. 7

df = 3

P < . 01

Continued
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TABLE 2

(Continued)

Alienation
Very High

29- 72

III

Hi gh

Low

73-83 84-95

Very Low Total

96- 146

Low I nvestment
In Military As A Career
(A) Highest Rank In Service

1 E1 - E3
2 E4
3 E5-++

II

24
19
20

7
18
17

58
80
61

43

51

63

42

199

29
10
4

38
8
5

31
21
II

17
15
10

ll5
54
30

43

51

63

42

199

None

13

14
10
6

12
24
9
6

6
27
15
15

2

1 Or 2
3 Or 4
5 Or More

6
21

33
78
40
48

43

51

63

42

199

Total

x2

= 12.4
df = 6
Gamma = .12

p <

15
15

12
28

13

. 10

(B) Length Of Time In Servi c e

1
2
3

1-2 Years
3-4 Years

5 Or More Years
Total

x2

:=

Gamma

IV

df = 6

15.1

p <

.02

.32

:=

Less Contact With White Soldiers
(A) Close White Friends In Service

1
2
3
4

Total
x 2 = 32.2

Gamma

=

df

9

13

P < • 001

.36

Continued
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(Continued)

Alienation
Very High

29-72

High

Low

73- 83 84-95

Very Low Total
96-146
~~

(B) Percent Of Unit

1
2
3
4

o-

Black

10

31 - 50
51 Or More
To tal

x2

=

Gamma

V

2.9
=

9

df

10
14
9

6
19
10
4

31
82
44

11

4

38

47

54

39

178

21
22

21
30

17
46

14
28

73
126

43

51

63

42

199

10
10
8
15

11

11

12
12
16

12

2
16

43

51

21

21

p < .98

.04

Combat Duty In Vietnam

1 Yes
2 No
Total

x

VI

9
23

6
19
9
4

11- 30

2

'" 5. 9

df

=

3

P < . 20

Year Discharged From Service

1
2
3
4

1968
1967
1966
1963- 1965
Total

x 2 = 12 . 0 df = 9
Gamma = .09

11

10

29

14

34
50
41
74

63

42

199

p < .25

Table 3 reports the association betw ee n measure s of structural c onducive ness
and strains of adj usting to c ivilian life . and blac k alie nation. The fir st measured attitudes about the difficul ty black veterans expe rienced in thei r adjustment to c ivilian
life. The responses were class ified into Very Posit ive , Positive . Negative. and Very
Negative.
It was expected that those who felt other black veterans were having
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difficulties adjusting to civilian life would be more alienated than tho se who fe lt there
were no m a jor adjustment problem s. The association was s tatistically significant (x 2;
20. I, df = 9, p < .02) in the pred icted direction, and the strength of the association
was moderate (Gamma = .32).
The second independe nt varia ble consisted of three
indicato rs of status inconsistency: objective status inconsistency, subjective or perceived status inconsistency. and types of s tatus inconsistency.
The first indicator,
objective status inconsi stency, had the four categQ ries of Very Inconsistent, Inconsistent. Relatively Consistent, and Cons istent. These we r e dete r mined by compar ative rankings on education. occupation. and income .
It was expected that the more
inconsistent a veteran's s tatus, the higher the level of alienation.
The association
2
wa s not statistically significant (x = 9. 0, df = 9, p <.50) at the . as confidence, and
the Gamma (. 04) indicated a very weak association.
The second indicator, subjec tive status inconsistency, had the three categories of Sharply Inconsiste nt, Moderately inconsistent, and Consistent Status. These rankings were detennined by comparative self-ratings on education, occupation, income, and race.
It was expected that
the g r ea t e r the perceived inconsistencies among the four s tatus hierarchies, the
greater the alienat ion. The association was statistically Significant (x 2 = 14.3, df = 9,
p <. OS) in the predicted direction, and the Gamma (.22) indicated a weak-to-moderate
association.
The third indicator of inconSistency was types of s tatus inconSistency.
initially, the Nam & Powers (196 5) procedure was used to develop three categories or
types of status inconsistency. namely Under-Rewarded, Reward Consistent, and OverRewarded inconsistents.
No b lack veterans in this sample, however. were over - rewarded.
The re was. however. one group (N = 35) that consisted of a m ixed type of
status inconsistents.
TIley had high levels of education, low occupations, and high
incomes.
For the purposes of analysis, this group was considered to be more like
status consi stents than over-rewarded status incons istents.
It was expected that the
unde r-rewarded inconsi stent would be more alienated than the other veterans.
The
2
association was in the predicted direction but not statistically significant (x = 4. I,
df = 3, P <.30) at the . as level of confidence.
A third measure of the structura l conduciveness and strains in adjustment to
c ivilian Ufe was the inadequate transferability of milita r y sk ills to civil ian occupations.
It was felt that those veterans who were trained in combat skills (for example, oper ating a rocket launcher) would have more difficulty in finding a civilian job than a veteran trained as a mechanic, truck driver, or hospital orderly. This source of strain
was expected to be related to a lienation.
The association was not statistically s igni2
ficant (x = .71. df = 3, P <.95) at the. 05 level of confidence. A fourth measure was
seeking and receiving adequate assistance from a public orprivate employment agency
in finding work.
There were three categories of responses: (1) did not seek assist ance, (2) sought assistance but did not r eceive help, and (3) sought assistance and rece ived help. It was expected that those who did not seek assistance or who sought assistance and did not receive help would be more alienated than those who sought assistance and did receive help. The association was statistically significant (x 2 = 18.5,
df = 6, P <. 01) in the predicted direction.
The final measure consisted of two indicators of the degree of participation in
Veteran Administration benefits.
The first focused on contact with the local V.A.
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office.
There we r e three categorie s of responses: (1) did not seek assistance from
the V.A. office, (2) sought but did not receive adequate assi s tance, and (3) sought and
received adequate assistance.
It was expected that those veterans who did not seek
assi stance or who did seek assistance but did not receive adequate help would be more
alienated than those who sought and received adequate ass i stance from the local V. A.
office.
The association was statistically s ignificant (x 2 = 29. O. df = 6. p < .001) in
the predicted direction.
The second indicator was participation i n the GI bill or vocational tra ining.
It was expected that those veterans who did not participate would
be more a lienated than those who did.
The association was statistically significant
(x2 = 10.9, elf = 3, P < • 02) in the predicted direction.
I n sum, five out of the e ight measures of the structural conduciveness and
strains of adjusting to civilian life indicated s tatistically significant associ:ltions with
black alienation. They were: (1) positive attitudes about the difficulty black veterans
~xperienced in adjusting to civilian life, (2) subjective status inconsistency, (3) not
receiving adequate assistance in finding work from a public or private employment
agency, (4) not seeking or seeking and not rece iving assistance from the local V.A.
office, and (5) not participating in the GI bill or vocational r e training programs. One
other measure was in the predicted direction indicating a weak association with black
alienation: those veterans who were under - rewarded status incons i stent s, that is, had
higher education than occupation and income, were s light ly more alienated than those
who had consistent or mixed reward rankings on e ducation, occupation, and income.
The results suggest that s tructural conducivenes s and strains are operati ..~ in the
sense that the reform efforts to assist black veterans in re-adjusting to civi lian life
a r e not effective ly reaching a large proportion of the veterans; further, the veterans
perceive an inappropriate a llocation of rewards given thei r veterans' status.
Table 4 report s the association bet\Yeen the measures of weak black a 'ld white
soc ial control s and black a lie nation. The first measure was sub- employment. It was
felt that sub -employment would be an estimate of weak social control in the sense that
veterans had little invested in their work and that be ing sub- employed would provide
mor e opportunities to become soc ialized by the disenchanted segments of the ghetto.
TIrree indicators were u sed: being sufficiently rewarded on the p resent job, employment status, and the number of weeks worked during the past year. Of those veterans
who were in the work force, it was expected that the group that felt they were not be ing sufficiently rewarded for the ir work would be more a lienated than those who felt
they were being sufficiently rewarded.
Although the association was in the predicted
direction, it was not statistically Significant (x 2 = .73, elf = 3, P < .90).
It was expected that those who were working part-time or were unemployed would be more
alienated than those who worked full time.
Although the association was in the predicted direction, it was not statistica lly significant (x 2 = . 95, elf = 3, P <.90). It was
a lso expected that tho se veterans who had wor ked less than thirty-seven weeks during
the past year would be more alienated than those who had worked more than thirty-six
weeks.
Again, the association was in the predicted direction but not Significant
(x 2 = 1. 6, df = 3, p < .70). The second measure of weak social control s was age.
It
was felt that younger veterans would a l so have le ss commitments to maintaining the
s tatus qu o, be less socialized into the acceptance of second class citizenship, and a lso
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STRUCTURAL CONDUCIVENESS & STRUCTURAL STRAINS
OF ADJUSTING TO CIVILIAN LIFE & BLACK ALIENATION
Alienation

Very High High Low
29-72
73-83 84-95

I

Attitudes Toward Adjustment Problems
In Civilian Life
1
2
3
4

Very Difficult
Moderately Difficult
Somewhat Difficult
Not Difficult
Total

x 2 =20.1

Ganuna
II

Very Low Total
96- 146

df

18

17

11

4

11
8

22

6

14
10
10

17

10
12
16

50
57
43
49

43

51

63

42

199

8

4

8

8

5

8

22
4

25

13
28

8
15

7

11

11

28
34
90
33

39

44

60

42

185

17

25
15

9

11

23
23
17

10
22

74
59
63

51

63

41

196

13

p < .02

9

.32

=

Status Inconsistency
(A) Objective Status Inconsistency
1

Very Inconsistent
Insonsistent
Relatively Consistent
Cons is tent

2

3
4

Total

x 2 = 9.0 df = 9
Gamma = . 04

p < .50

(B) Self-Rated
Four Factor Inconsistency
1
2
3

Sharply Inconsistent
Moderately Inconsistent
Consistent
Total

X2

=

14.3

df

6

11
13

41

p < • OS

Gamma = . 22

Continued
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(Continued)

Alienation

Very High

29-72

High

Low

73-83 84-95

Very Low Total

96-146

--

--

(C) Objective Types

Of Status Inconsistency

1 Under-Rewarded
Status Inconsistent

26

32

37

2~

117

13

12

23

20

68

39

44

60

42

185

13

17

17

12

59

29

33

46

30

138

42

50

63

42

197

27

30

28

22

107

10

16

12

5

43

6

5

23

15

49

43

51

63

42

199

2 Reward Consistent
Or Mixed Type
Total
x2

III

=

4.1

df - 3

p < .30

Inadequate Transferability
Of Military Training
(A) Service Training

1
2

Trained For
Combat Duty (SkU1s)
Trained For
Non-Combat

(SkUls)
Total

x 2 = .71

IV

dE - 3 p < .90

Sought Employment Assistance
From Public & Private Agencies

1 Did Not Seek Assistance
2 Sought Assistance
But Did Not Rec eive Help

3

Sought Assistance
& Received He lp

Total

x2

18.5

df

6

P <

.01

Continued
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TABLE 3

(Continued)

Alienation
Very High

29-72
V

Hi gh Low
73-83 84-95

Very Low Total

- -- - - -

---

96-146

Non-Participation In Veterans
In Veterans Benefits
CA) Contact With V.A. Office

1
2
3

Not In Contact
With V.A. Office
Sought But Did Not Receive
Adequate V.A. Help
Sought & Received
Adequate V.A. Help

17

23

32

5

77

4

7

4

0

15

22

21

27

37

107

43

51

63

42

199

Did Not Participate
Participated

29
14

34
17

44
19

17
25

124
75

Total

43

51

63

42

199

Total

x

2

=

29.0

dE = 6

p < .001

CB) Participation In Educational

&/Or Vocational Training

1
2

x 2 = 10.9

No Yes -

dE = 3

p <

.02

interact more frequently with disenchanted segments of the ghetto.
The association
was statistically Significant (x 2 = 29.1. df = 9, p < • 001) in the predicted direction
and indicated a moderate level of association (Gamma = . 29). Younger veterans were
more alienated than older ones.
The third measure was marital status.
It was expected that single veterans would be more alienated than married ones whose wives
and families could be a conservative influence on the veterans' attitudes and behavior.
The association was statistically significant (x 2 = 13.7, elf = 3, p <. 01) in the predicted direction.
The last measure of weak social controls was religious participation.
It was felt that those veterans who were not active church members would not
be influenced by religious beliefs and practices that could counteract the growth of
alienation.
The association was statistically significant (x 2 = 16.9, elf = 3, p< • 001)
in the predicted direction.
Those veterans who were not active in any religious organization were more alienated than those who were active.
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In sum, three out of four variables of weak black and white social controls indicate significant statistical associations with black alienation. They were marital status (single vs married), age (younger), and not active in any religious group.
The
three indicators of sub-employment were in the predicted direction but indicated very
weak statistical associations with black alienation.
The results suggest partial sup-

port for the expected relationship between weak social controls and high levels of
black alienation.
TABLE 4

WEAK BLACK & WHITE SOCIAL CONTROLS & BLACK ALIENATION

Alienation
Very High

29-7 2

High Low
73-83 84-95

Very Low Total

96- 146

---I

Sub-Empl oymen t
(A) Sufficie ntly Rewa rd ed
On Present J ob

1
2

No
Yes

To tal
x 2 ... 73

df • 3

7
26

10
33

9
43

6
29

32
131

33

43

52

35

163

15
28

14
37

19
43

11

31

59
139

43

51

62

42

198

18
25

17
33

17
40

15
27

67
125

43

50

57

42

192

p < . 90

(B) Unemployed, Working Part-Time,

Or Working Full-Time

1
2

Unemployed Or Part - Time
Full - Time
Total

x 2 _ .95 df • 3
Gamma = .OB

p < . 90

(e) Weeks Worked In Past Year

1
2

1 - 36 Weeks
37 Or More Weeks
To t al

x 2 .. 1. 6

df • 3
Gamma - .08

p < . 70

Continued
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TABLE 4

(Continued)

Al i en a t ion

Very High High Low
73- 83 84-9 5
29-72

Ve ry La ..... Tota l

96-146

---II

Age

18 - 22 Years
23 - 24 Years
25 - 28 Years
29 & Over

1
2
3
4

Total
x2

=

29. 1

Gamma ""

II I

. 29

df - 9

9
16
16
2

19
14
14
4

3
18
29
13

6
10
16
10

37
58
75
29

43

51

63

42

199

21
22

31
20

25
38

10
32

87
112

43

51

63

42

199

35
8

27
24

35
28

16
26

113
86

43

51

63

42

199

p < .001

Marital Status

1
2

Single
Married

Total
x 2 =13.7

IV

--

df - 3

p < .01

Active Reli gi ous Part ic i pa tion

1
2

No
Yes

Total
x2

=

16 . 9

df - 3

p < .00 1

DISCUSSION & SUMMAR Y
Given the tentative nature of the theore tica l orientation and the exploratory techniques of operationalizing and mea suring the independent variables of th is study. the
findings are e ncouraging. The hypothesis that the structural strain s of serving in the
military. the struc rural conduciveness and strain s in adju s ting to civilian life. and
weak soc ial control s in civilian life wou ld be related to alienation among black ve te rans was partially confinn ed. 12
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The measures of strains in the military that were related to alienation were:
(1) negative attitudes toward military service, (2) being drafted rather than enlisting
in the Armed Forces. (3) having a low investment in the military occupations a s a career, and (4) having few close white friendships while in the military.
Combat duty
was also r e lated to black alienation, although the association was not statistically
significant.
Fifty-eight pe rcent of those who served in Vietnam (N = 73) had high
alienation scores compared to forty-one percent of those who did not serve in Vietnam (N = 126).
The measures of structural conduciveness and strains in the adjustment process
to civilian life that were related to alienation were: (1) evaluation that black veterans
were having adjustment problems, (2) perceived status inconsistency, (3) non-participation or lack of assistance from the V. A., and (4) not seeking or not receiving help
by private and public emp loym e nt agencies in finding a job.
These findings suggest
that both the structural conduciveness that i s generated by ineffective refonn effort s
to assist black veterans in the adjustment to c ivilian life and the structural stra in s of
an inappropriate allocation of socio - economic r ewards to black veterans contribute to
the development of black alienation.
The measures of weak social controls that were related to black alienation were
being young, single, and not actively involved in any religious organization.
These
measures reflect more directly the weak preventive social controls of the black community.
Initially, it was thought that full employment and being satisfied with one's
job would be an indicator of white preventive control of black alienation.
However,
the three indicators of sub-employment were not strongly related to alienation.
The
rep r e s s i ve nature of white institutiona l controls suggest counter to our original
hypothesis that strong rather than weak white social controls would have been related
to high le vels of alienation.
Given the confines of this investigation, however, this
dimenSion could not be adequately assessed.
As discussed in an earlier section of this paper. the military until recently has
been one of the most preferred avenue s for upward social and occupational mobility
for the black man. Various cross-pressures, such as the Vietnam war and the black
protest movement of the 1960's, have led to strains which have resulted in a drastic
drop in the rate of re-enlistments.
To some blacks. perceptions of upward mobility
still exist.
To an ever increasing number, however, the service no longer holds the
promises for advancement nor the rewards it once had.
A large minority of black veterans are returning to civilian life alienated. The
most significant finding in this respect was that the strongest relationship observed in
this study was the relationship between negative attitudes toward the service and black
alienation.
These negative attitudes reflect not only opinions about Vietnam but also
social and econom ic opportunities of the military in general. Other variables significantly related to high leve ls of black alienation included rank. length of time in service, entrance status into the service, and the number of close white friends in th e
service. These associations may be interpreted in t:\vo ways. First, it may be argued
that those veterans who express high levels of alienation were also alienated prior to
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thei r partic ipation in the service . Second, it may be argued that it is partic ipat ion in
the military that ha s led to high levels of black veteran alienati on .
While neither of
these inte rpretations can be enti re lyconiirmed nor denied, it would seem more plausible to say that. r egardless of pre - service attitudes , the experience s in the military
en -inforced rat her than diminishe d level s of a lienation for both combat and non -combat veterans .
This more general interpretation is g iven further support by the r e lations hip s
between structu r al strain s and conduciveness in the a djustment process to civilian life
and black alienation.
Not only did the highly alienated vete ran express negative attitudes about the service. but also about adjustment to ci vit ian life . Readjustment was
difficult both becau se of di sillusionment in not finding empl oyment help from public
and private agencies and becau se of perce ive d inc ons iste nc ies in one's s tatus .
The
strains in c ivilian life are seen in the proportion of h ighly alienated who did not find
or seek help fr om Federal and local agencies in adj usting to c ivilian life . Moreover ,
as blac k veteran s , they were exper ienC ing the ambigu ities tha t r esult from inappro priate rewards for the performance of the supposedly honored and sacrificia l job of
being a soldier.
The pattern of r esu lts sugges t s the feasibility of the the oreti cal orientation that
utilizes Sme l ser's concept s of s tructura l conduciveness , s tructu ra l s trains , and weak
preventi ve or strong r epress ive social controls in h is discuss ion of radica l soc ia l
movem ent s . Although these concepts wer e used explicitly t o deve lop a theory of collective behavior. it was fel t they cou ld a l so be app lied to an analys is of black a liena tion which was cons idered a nece ssary prerequis ite for becoming active ly involved in
a black radica l movement. The data lent support to the e xtension of these concepts to
the study of a lienation .
The data a ls o indicate tha t it might be p r ofitable to define the par am eters of
alienation for specific segments of the popu lation .
I n thi s investigati on. b 1a c k
alienation was defined as a form of active political discontent . This type of alienation
i s so characte rized:
The person fee l s that because of it s very na ture his soc ia l world is
not wo rth participating in.
Alienation i s voluntarily c hosen by the individua l as an a ttitude t oward the social system . as he r ealizes tha t the system does not provide worthwhile activities or goa l s in social life . (Olse n
1969 : 291- 92)
For blacks . thi s aliena tion has inter r e la ted dimensions : (1) di s tru s t in whi te author ities . (2) r ejection of the public philosophy . (3) positive black identification . (4) s upport for radica l black leader s and o r ganization s . (5) favorable se ntim ents for political
and soc ia l separation, and (6) sympathe tic support of the use of violence as a con straining influe nce on white s ocie ty .
Although the depe ndent variable was m easured
by a n attitude scale. it was conSidered a n instrument that not only measured charac teristics of vete ran 's soc ia l psychological identity. but a ls o the veteran' s orie ntation
to the political process .
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Possibly the most significant inference that can be dr awn from this study is the
utility of focusing on particular occupational groupings that provide a disproportionate
share of activists during the different s tages of soc ia l movements.
Thi s orientation
may prove to be more pr ec i se and less ideologically biased than psychologica l or social class explanations of part icipation in socia l movements . Although our sample of
black veterans is possi bly an imperfect test of an occupational group that will contrib ute activists to social movements , the theoretical orientation that combines the s t ruc tural str ains in m i litary service with the difficult ie s in adjusting to civilian life and
weak preventive control s may suggest an important qualification for this te ntative
for mulation . It may not only be the structural s trains of an occupation that lead some
members ofa society to join a social movement, but also the ina bility of the individual
to reduce the s t rains if he elects to remain in or choose a different occupation.
In
short, alternatives that a r e chosen to re lieve the t ensions produced by s truct ural
s tra ins may also have to be proven unsatisfactor y before an individual commits himself to a social movement.
Some precaut ions are necessary in interpreting the results. The random probability sample was drawn from a li s t compiled in one large Southern city and may not
be representative of the larger population of black veterans. The extent of non-random
sampling errors cannot be precisely detennined. 13
The literat ure on political participation, however. suggests that urbani sm may be a mor e important source of bias
than regiona l differences; for example. urban samples of blacks in both the North and
South may be more sim ilar in their intensity of black alienation than rural and urban
samples of Southern blacks . (Killian & Grigg 1966)
Therefore, t he findings of this
study may reflect the c harac teristics of veterans who return to metropolitan areas
r ather than r egional variations .
Another precaution should be taken in any a tte m pt to judge the absolute le ve ls of
alienation from the responses t o the items. (Table 1) The major national events since
1965 and the results of recent opinion sur veys suggest that blac k opinions are ext reme ly volatile and subject to sudde n s hifts.
The internal consistency and estimated re liability of the black alienation scale suggest a reliable measure of alienation; however .
the distribution of responses on the items could and probably will shift in the future if
black dise nchantment intensifies .
After examining the di s t ribution of responses in Table I, it is possible to conclude that the majority of black veterans are not highly alienated and not like ly to join
a r a dical social movement; and, therefore, they will not be a s ignificant force in det erm ining the future of blac k-white relations .
It should be noted here that ther e are
cur r entl y 100,000 blac k veterans returning to civilian life . and the number can be expected to incr ease in the future .
Moreover, the course of activities during the last
fifteen years of the black protest movement has neve r been determined by majority
oplOlOn. Instead, the re have been vanguards of blacks that have been thrust into active fonus of participation when their particular qualifications and skill s become important to the prote s t movement as it evolved.
Cu rre ntly, the possibility of an increasingly radical movement i s being ho tly
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debated.
The reports of planned su bvers ive activities , sabotage, and sniping have
been proclaimed by segments of the news m edia as evidence of a new radica l and revolutiona ry d irect ion of the black p rote st movement .
Some social sc ienti s t s have
pointed out the sensationa li sm of these reports and the r easons why police and reporter s would magnify the threat of viole nce. (Grim shaw 1968, Knopf 1969) The cover lette r to the Riot Data Review s tate s t hese reports "have been composed of two
parts fantasy to one part fact." (1969:1)
While the Review gives a good descriptive
analysi s of what actually occurred. the disclaimer s in the ir inte rpretation have played
down the exis tence of sma ll scale s ubve r s ive attempts at spontaneous upri sings and
terrorism.
The authors of this investigation share the opinions of those who have assessed
more realistically the poss ibility of a black radica l movemen t. (Killian 1968, Oppen heimer 1969)
If these assessments prove to be correct, we believe black veterans
will contribute a s ignificant proportion of the member ship.
Not only are they caught
in the " nutcracker of hi s tory" whi le serving in the military, but also experie nce the
s tructural conduciveness a nd strains to become in volved in a radic a l m ovement as
they adjust to civilian life.
Unle ss there is a significant r eduction in the sources of
strain a nd more effective rather than rep ress ive social control, veterans like Robert
Williams and Aluned Evans an d veterans organiza tions s uch as the original group of
Deacons For Defense & Justice may be harginger s of the whirlwind of defen Sive a nd
offenSive violence of the future.

This s tudy was supported in part by Florida State University Resea rch Grant 20 - 036.
The authors g rate fully acknow ledge the a ss is tance and cooperation of the Jacksonville
Urban League .
For additiona l information on this s tudy, see James M. Fendrich & Michael A. Pear son, "Black vete rans return, " Tra ns-Action 7 (Ma rch 1970) 32-37; an d, Theodore
Chiricos , Michae l A. Pearson, & Jame s M. Fendrich, "Sta tus incon s istency. militancy. & black identification among black veterans," Social ' Science Quarterly (December 1970).
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NOTES & REFERENCES

1 Etzioni has recently attempted to restor e the concept Basic Human Needs ,
needs which have attributes of their own, not determined by the soc ial structure. cultural patterns, or socialization process. The general social condition may be seen as
alienating when both the appearances and the structure are unresponsive t o these basic
human needs. See, Amitai Etzioni. "Basic human needs, alienation. & inauthentic ity," American Sociological Review 33 (December 1968) 870 - 84.
2

This information was conveyed to the authors both by officials in the Pentagon

and Veterans Adm inistration and from a press release by the Pentagon in March 1969.
3

Project Transition was set up in such a way that non-military training was to
Because of various bureaucratic difficulties, Vietnam veterans, those who quite often
needed the training the most, were under - represented in the retraining program (for
example , a field commander would not or could not allow part of his troops to only
participate half a day while other soldiers were fighting the entire day) .
This information was conveyed to the authors by Federal officials in the Pentagon and Veterans
Administration.
be taught half of the day during the last three Olonths of the serviceman's duty.

4 The present study is part of a larger study which focused on the readjustment
of t he recently returned black veteran. The cut - off point of 1963 was used to take into
account the time factor necessary for util ization and participation in various vete r ans'
programs by at least part of our sample .
Approximately forty percent were di s charged prior to the build - up of troops in Vietnam i n 1965.
The
5 A total of 945 names were derived from t he va r ious sample sources.
seven agencies wh ich provided names and addresses were as follow s: (1) Urban
Le ague Veterans Affairs office (N ::: 36), (2 ) Urban League Empl oyment f iles (N :: 36),
(3) Edward Waters College (N::: 66), (4) Duval Coun t y Veterans Ser vice Center
(N :: 337) , (5) Stanton Technical & Vocational High Schoo l (N::: 134) , (6) local V. A.
office (N::: 23 ), and (7 ) t he Jacksonville Opportunities & Industria lization C e n t e r
(N::: 24). TIle "snowball techniques" yielded a t otat of 354 names. Of t he t otal of 945
names gathered, 188 wer e duplicates , leaving a final tota l of 772 from which to sample.
6 Of t he fi fty - seven persons sampled but not interviewed. twenty - e ight (1 0.9%)
had moved, twenty-five (9. 7%) cou ld not be locate d, two (.7 8%) refused t o be interviewed, and tw o (.78% ) ques tionnai res were inva lidated.
Tho call -backs were made
if t he veter an was not init ia ll y located. Given t hi s process of call - backs and t he high
rate of m obility of young black male s (see , for example . E niot Leibow, Ta ll y's Cor -
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ner, and John Hersey, The Algiers Motellncident), the final proportion sampled was
considered relatively high .
7 Before formal interviewing began, e fforts were made to explain and publicize
the study and its objectives.
Cooperation on the part of the mass media (TV, radio,
and newspapers) was extremely helpful, particularly through the use of public service
announcements periodically on the two local black radio stations , and the prime eve ning news time provided by the TV station to explain the general objectives of the study.
8 There were seven questions in this scale, tapping: (1) perceptions of econom ic opportunities in the service for blacks relative to civilian life, (2) opportunities
for favorabl e interracial contact. (3) perceptions of racial discrimination in the as signing of troops in VieOlam combat zones, (4) opportunities for developing transfer able job skills to civilian life, (5) treatment of blacks by white officers r e lative to
treatment by white employers in civilian life, (6) perceptions of the legitimacy of the
present draft system, and (7) perceptions of future black participation in the Armed
Forces. Five responses were provided, ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree . Item-total score correlations indicated the scale was internally consi stent.
9 Seven items were used in thi s scale focus ing on perceptions of: (1) civilian
job opportunities as a result of se r vice duty, (2) blacks effecti vely using various GI
benefits , (3) importance of being a veteran in helping the black man to bet a job,
(4) optimism toward civilian life upon discharge from the service, (5) vertica l job
mobili ty as result of service, (6) general difficulty of black vete r ans adjusting to c ivilian life, and (7) changes of becoming leaders in the black community because of
skills learned in the military.
Five respon ses were provided on a Likert- type sca le
ranging from Strongly Agree t o Strongly Di sagree. Item-total score correla t ions in dicated the scale was internally consistent.
10 As di scussed in the introduction to this paper, one of the major sources of
structural strain may arise from discrepancies in the a llocation of power, status, and
economic rewards , as well as from ambiguity arising from perceptions of conflict
within one's roles and s tatuses in SOC iety. Recent status inconsi stency research s ug gests that individuals with widely dissimilar statuses in the economic , occupational.
income, and e tlmicity hierarchies may be prone to participate in social movements
which attempt to change the basic structure of society (Geschwender 1967, 1968,
Goffman 1957, Lenski 1954) when attempts to change oneself prove futile.
TIlree measures of s tatus inconsi stency were emp loyed, based on the notion
that those veterans who were status inconsistent would be the most like ly to be char acterized by high levels of a lienation. The first measure , objective status inconsistency, was computed for each individual from income, educat ion, and occupation data
s tandardized scores developed by Nam & Powers (1965) using comu la tive percentage
distributions of income and educat ion taken from the 1960 census .
A similar pro cedure for devising occupational status scores was a l so developed by Nam & Powers .
TIlese status scores were based on 1960 census data for income and education by oc -
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cupations. The objective status inconsistency measure was then devised by using the
status crystallization techni que first employed by Lenski (1954). A score of 100 represented perfect consistency among income, education. and occupation; lower scores
represented less consistency. The second measure, objective types of inconsistency
again used the Nam & Powers' technique for giving scor es to a person's education.
occupation. and income. Differences among the three dimensions of more than twenty
points, when the dimensions are consi dered pair - wise. designated a particular type of
inconsistency. Because of the relative homogeneity of the sample, only two categories
were employed: under-reward status inconsistents and reward consistent s or mixed
type.
Under-rewarded inconsistents (N = 117) had education scores twenty points or
more above their income and/or occupation scores.
The second category included
those who had all three status scores with a twenty point range (reward consistents)
and those who had high scores on education and income and low scores on occupation.
The third measure perceived fouT - factor self- rated s tatus incons i stency was derived
from answers to the following que s tion s: Where would you rank yourself in terms of
your race. your income, your education, and your job?
Data were gathered by using
a seven-point forced-choice set of responses for each dimen sion ranging from Very
Low to Ver y High. Cumulati ve percentage di stributions we r e computed for the ratings
on each dimension, and Lensk i' s crysta llization procedure (1954) was applied to compute an incon s is tency score for each black vete r an.
11 A correlation of . 14 was necessary to achieve s ignificance a t the . 05 level of
confidence and predicting direction.
Of the fifty - e ight c orre la tion s , only one did not
reach a desired leve l of confidence.
12 It s hould be m entioned also t hat it i s diffic ult to assess t he independent effects of each independent variable on alie nation.
Ins pection of the cross -tabulation s
of independent variables s uggest that there are combinations of additive and possibly
interactive effects. For exa mple~ be ing young a nd s ing le vs young or s ing le or older
a nd marr ied cou ld have different level s of association with a lienat ion. Unfortunately,
the r e latively small sam ple s ize limit s the feasibility of detennining additive and interac tion e ffec ts of the independent variables through multiple-classification analysis.
13 Our best es tim ate of the population parameters are the characteristics of
tho se thirty veterans that we r e random ly se lecte d from the eighty block e numeration.
This g roup was compared t o the remainder of randomly se lect ed ve te r a ns on twelve
va riables: (1) length of time in t he service, (2 ) year discharged. (3) highest rank.
(4) age . (5) marita l s tatus. (6) weeks worke d in past year, (7) branch of service.
(8) em ployment s tatu s , (9) income , (10) education, (11) occupation, and (12) a general
SES index. There was no stati s tica lly significant difference between the two groups on
the fir s t nine variable s . The enumeration was s ignificantly differe nt from the remainder of the randomly se lecte d veterans on the last three variable s . The ve terans from
the e numeration had lower leve ls of education a nd occupation ~ and consequently lower
SES scor es.
Since the ma jority of the veterans came from sou rces other than the
enumeration. the results suggest the total sample i s slightly biased t oward those veterans who have a hig h socia- economic status .
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MEANWHILE , THE BRITISH GUNS were not idle ; but s hot and s h ell
p loughed fas t t hrough the r anks of the s ta te ly array of ve terans that still
move d imposingly on . Several of the Fre nch superior officers were at its
head. Ney' s hor se was shot under hi m , but he s till led the way on foot ,
sword in hand . TIle fr ont of the ma ssy column now was on the r idge of the
hill. To their surprise . the y saw no troop s before t hem .
All the y could
di scern of t hem was the duke himself. The Fre nch advanced t o about fifty
yards from where the Briti sh Guards were ly ing down. when the voice of
one of the band of Britis h officers was hea r d calling. as if to the g r ound
before him. "Up. Guards . and at them!" It was the duke who gave the
order; and a t the words. as if by magic . up started before them a line of
the British Guards four deep, and in the most compact and perfect orde r.
Sir Edward Shepherd Creasy (1812-1878)
The Old Guard At Waterloo
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BOOK REVIEW

AUDREY R, JACKSON

AN EVALUATION OF

~ ILLE R

THE CHANGING AMER ICAN PARENT
&SWANSON ' S SOCIALIZATION THESI S

Danie l R. Miller & Guy E. Swanson
THE CHANCING AMERICAN PARENT
New York: Jolm Wiley. 1958.

Socialization r efers to a problem which is old and pervasive in human life, the
problem of how to r eaT c hildren so that they will become adequate adu lt member s of
the society to which they be long. Socialization i s a field of study in which the contributions of several distinct disciplines may be brought to bear on a s i ngle group of
problems. and . as Child points out, majo r progress has been made precisely whe r e
such interdisciplinary work has been done. l Thus, soc ia l anthropology, physiology,
psychiatry. psychology, and soc ial psychology are cliscipllnes whose various influences are increasingly converging to produce a body of know ledge about socialization
which is dependent on the contri butions of a ll these sources.
A review of the literature discloses no hard core of well - establi shed and interrelated principles around whi ch the study of socialization is focused. 2
TIlere are ,
rather, a large number of concepts and hypotheses, manyofthem ill- sorted and tentative, which have attempted to focu s on the processes by which an individua l, born with
behavioral potentialities of enor mous ly wide range, is led to develop actual behavior
within a narrower range of what i s acceptable for him according to the standards of
his group.
One novel approach to socialization theory was offered by Mille r & Swanson in
1958. THE CHANGING AMERICAN PARENT presents empirical evidence that social ization practices af white m iddle class parents in the ~trait a rea spr ing from new
social condit ions found exte ns ive ly in Ame rican life .
They offe r t h e intere s ting
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suggestion that one may predict major child-training techniques by examining the life
style s of middle class parents, with particular reference to the social stratification
and occupational category of the father.
The purpose of thi s paper is to examine the
Miller & S\vanson findings from the perspective of relating their interpretations to

predominant themes and issues in socialization.
In early 1953. Professors Miller & Swanson of the University of Michigan ques -

tioned nearly six hundred mothers living in or near Detroit about their child-rearing
methods. Their study was supported by an on-going r esearch facility of the university,
namely the Dztroit Area Study, which samples the Detroit metropolitan area at least
once every year .
The interviewe rs, limited to only thirty-five minutes of conversation in each hom e . posed questions on onlya relatively few items. The authors probed
those pOints in child-rearing that were current s ubjects of dispute or that had been
vigorous ly debated in the recent past.
Miller & Swanson contend that, despite differences of opinion on the nature of
fundamental changes in child-training. considerable agreement exists among observers that these change s are occurring and that their acceptance i s diffuse and spreading. They trace the conflicting ideas a bout American c hild-training through fou r pe ri ods:
1 The years fr om 1750 to the Civil War saw the g radual decline of
techniques for "breaking the child's witt" and the beginning of attacks on
corpora l punishment.
2 The years from 1860 to World War I fOWld corporal punishment
and the arbitrary use of parental authority drawing less and les s support.
At the same time. it became increasingly perm i ssible to nurse infants
from bottles in stead of at the breast.
3 The 1920' s and 1930' s r epresent a third phase of rearing children, with the theme of the se decade s being the training of children to be
highly independent. The tim e at which Americans weaned a nd toilet-trained
their children had always been early.
Now these regimes were put on a
formal schedule in the name of science; to them was added the scheduled
feeding of infants.
4 The span from 1945 to the m iddle 1950's witnessed many drastic
changes in idea s about child care. For the first tim e in American history.
it became proper to let the c hild set the age at which he was ready to be
diSCiplined. weaned. and toilet-trained.
Thumb sucking and genital play
were tolerated. reflecting a more pennissive attitude on the part of parents.
And the se were only symptoms of even more profound differences
in soc ialization techniques evinced by the "changing" American parent.
The authors then delineate the distinctively different fe a tures of child-training
found in the recent American past.
They contend that child care methods of the fir s t
forty years of this century closely resemble the broad spirit and style of life long asSOCiated with the older kinds of middle class fam ilies. Many of those methods can be
found to have been in use by middle class parents over the 'past two hundred year s.
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On the other hand , the parental practices which Mi ller & Swanson believe are becom ing conspicuous since 1940 appear to be peculiarly in harmony wit h the way of life of
a new kind of middle class person whose numbers are rapidly increasing.
These
"ol der" and "newer" middle classes differ in the kinds of occupations and opportunities associated with each. The authors name these t\yo types of classes lndividuated Entrepreneurial and Welfare - Bureaucratic, or simply the e ntrepreneurial and the
bureaucratic.
Al t houg~

the book stresses tha t differences between child- training practices

employed by entrepreneurial or bureaucratic families do not account for all the recent
changes in American child care~ it does claim that these differences constitute an
important and basic source of these changes.
In other words, the way c hildren are
trained is partly set by the style of life of the parents and is best understood as grow ing out of the occupational opportunities and difficulties such people experience. Spe cifically, the te r m Entrepreneurial refers to organizations having the following fea tures: small size, a simple division of labor, a relatively small capitalization, and
provision for mobility and income through risk - taking and competition. Social situations are called Individuated if they isolate people from one another and from the controlling influence of shared cultural norms.
Children reared in individuated and entrepreneurial homes will be encouraged to be highly rational , to exercise great se lfcontro l , to be self- reliant, and to assume an active, manipulative stance toward their
environment.

In contrast, the term Bureaucratic refers to large organizations employing many
kinds of specialists. The capitalization of such enterprises is substantial; the incomes
of the participants t ake the form of wages or salaries.
Mobility comes through spe cialized training for a particular position rathe r than through success in r i sk- taking.
A welfare bureaucracy provides consi derable support to t he participants in meeting
their persona l crises and offers them the secur ity of continuity of employment and income despite some fluctuations of the business cycle.
Children reared in weLfare bureaucratic homes will be encouraged to be accommodative , to allow their impul ses
some spontaneous expr ess ion, and t o seek direction from the or ganization program s
i n which they participa te. 3
The Miller & Swanson thesis , t hen, cente r s around the suggestion that the parent' s occupationa l expectations and the life styles commensurate with s uch occupa tions
and opportunities detennine their socialization practices. When par ents expecte d that
the ir children would be relatively unsupervised and isolated as they move d into a dult
activities (entrepreneurial society), they needed to train their youngsters by means t o
insure s t rong consciences. Armored with a powerful conscience , a man m ight be expected to obey the social codes even when sur rounded by the oppor tunities and t emp tations afforded by the a nonymi ty and heterogeneity of an entrepreneuria l s oc iety. In
contrast, when pa r ents fee l that t heir children will grow up in a close ly knit a nd mo r al
s ociety i n whic h, a s members of great or ganizations (bureaucr atic socie ty) , their behavior will be guide d and s upervi sed through daily contacts with othe r s , ther e i s less
need for fa the r s and mothers to provide the c hild with a s te r n, se lf- p rope lling c on s cie nce.
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The authors reason that" spankings may be expected to occur more frequently
under bureaucratic than under entrepreneurial conditions. whereas entrepreneurial
fami lies, to develop and reinforce a vigorous conscience in the child, will be more
likely to make use of such disciplines as deprivation of privileges and parental lec tures that make the child feel he is responsible for his own m isdeeds and that make
him feel guilty when ~e disobeys ... 4
Impressed by the seeming cons i stencies and affinities between the values of the
newer middle classes and the methods now being advocated for rearing children, Mille r & Swanson conclude that the bureaucratization of the American people is an important source of the recent emphases in child care. Through the medium of t he JRtroit Area Study, they were able to gather considerable data about child - trainingpractices of the newer middle classes with a view to testing their thes i s.
A systematic attempt was made by the authors to judge the effects of various
soc ial conditions on ch i 1 d care, including inte r generational mobility , ethnic background, the size of the community in which the parent s were born. the length of the
wife ' s education, the stratification-consistency of the fam ily's neighborhood. the consis tency of the family's economic pOSition, and the par ent's r eligious preference.
When the author s held each of the seven social conditions constant in its turn. a llowing
the families ' soci al class and integrati on positions to vary (for example. entr epreneur ia l or bureaucratic) , the resu lts were consistent and convincing. The overwhelm ing impression obtained from looking at tables to which these contr ols were applied
was that the co r relation found bet\veen child care on the one hand and integration and
stratification on the other was strong and positive .
The authors found that m iddle class bureaucratic husbands were mor e likely to
be in profeSSional and clerical occupations than were entrepreneu rial m iddle class
husbands .
Converse ly. the entr epreneuria l m i ddlers were more likely to work as
managers. owne r s, proprietors. o r salesmen.
The applicat ion of this occupational
diffe r ences as a control produced findings like those just described when the seven
other social conditions were he ld constant.
This important result suggests that the
findings of the srody. relat ing integration and child - rearing, do not arise from differences in the specific kind of work the husbands perfonn.
It suggests that the source
of the findings lies in the complex set of conditions Mi ller & Swanson have ca lled entrepreneuria l and bureaucrat ic , conditions whi c h provide different contexts in which
occupations may be pursued. Apparently, it i s not so much a matte r of a man being a
professional worker rather than a manager , or a clerk instead of a salesman , that
dete r mines which of the met hods of chi ld - training he will adopt.
Instead, his choice
of techniques seems to Ix:! detenn ined by the integration setting in which he performs
his tasks. 5
TIle r emainder of the book conSiders benchmarks for the study of changes in
child-training obtained from an overview of such training found in the Detroit area .
The SOCia lization techniques employed by mothers toward t he new baby (feeding. defecation, discipline and responsibility, sexual exploration. independence, assum ing a
sex role) and the mothers' expectations about their children's adult roles was exam ined.
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The composite picture of Detroit' s families reveals a considerable range of methods
for rearing youngsters including the attitudes toward them.
Ye t, these methods tend
to support the Miller & Swanson findings that socialization practices, especially i n the
newer middle classes. are strongly oriented toward preparing the youngsters for their
places in the economic and social environment described by the authors as welfare-

bureaucratic.
ill commenting on these findings, one must first concede that the authors themsIeve s point to the limitations and qualifications of their research, and caution against
ove r- genera lization. As they put it:

We have tried to suggest some consequences that the significant new
conditions may have for families and personalities in the United States.
But we have not give n a complete picture of life in the United States.
Americans continue to differ in inte rest andgoals by region and occupation
and by many othe r expe rience s . It is scarcely to be expected that bureaucratic tendencie s will erase all the conflict and com petition among these
divergent interests. 6
Child has s t ated that systematic socialization research has heretofore genera lly
involved the relating of single consequent variables to single antecedent variable s of
s ocialization. And he has warned that the testimony of the clinic and of daily experi ence wou ld suggest that a given variable of socialization may have very different effects according to what other exte rnal variables are operating simultaneously, or according to the person's pre - e xisting personality characteristics . 7
Thus . to impute
much va lidity to Miller & Swanson's prediction that soc ialization techniques hinge on
one or two variables alone is hardly feasib le . If the ir hypothesis about a single ante cedent - consequent relationship cou ld be confirmed in a variety of very different situations and across cultures. where it is imp lausible tint ext raneous variables would be
operating in a uniform fashion. confidence in their predic t ions would be greatly in creased.
It appears that the conc lusions of Miller & Swanson fail to take i nto consideration differences that e xist in socia li zation consequences such as those arising from
the child's capacities to learn in relation to his physical and social environment. or
the importance of age of socialization as an independent variable. Nor have they con sidered the effects of sex. status, or emotional attitude of the main socializing agent
(father or mother) as independent variables which might affect the general parentchild relationship through which socialization takes place .

Although the Mille r & Swanson study centered on socia lization practices of m i ddle class parents, the data r evealed some important details relating to socialization
practices of the lower class .
The author s predicted and found that entrepreneurial
middle class mothers were not less pennissible than lower class mothers. They fOlUld
no difference in child-training techniques in bureaucratic m iddle class and bureaucratic lower class mothers.
They predicted. but did not find. t hat m iddle class en trepreneurial mothers were more manipulative of children. . Finally, they observed
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that entrepreneuria l and bureaucratic lower class mothers do not differ in ways they
train their children. Thus, leaving out the concept of e ntrepreneurial or bureaucratic
integration a nd taking only class as a variable, their conclusions tend to bear out the
findings of the Harvard studies.
Miller & Swanson argue that the work settings of the male parent create a tone
in the fam ily which i s diffuse and penetrating.
Its socia l psychology influences the
child's practices --what he reads, what he believes, what he becomes. TIle results of
the ir s tudy, however. are not clear-cut. Not enough care was taken by the a uthors to
"breaking out" entrepreneurial and bureaucratic types.
A better approach would be
t o set up specific jobs, or to select "pure types" fo r further research, s ince s pec ific
occupations may differ in the extent to which they penetrate fam ily life and affect fam ily members.
The entrepreneur-bureaucratic dichotomy i s an over - s implification.
since it does not adequately explain variations in socialization proces ses which might
be expected to take place when the extent of influences by spec ific occupation i s taken
into conside r a tion. For example . we r e the father a child psychologist, this occupation
could have specific relevance to fa m ily life with consequent effect on the parent-child
relationship.
One might surmise that the psychologist father would likely engage in
perspectives to "tryout" his discipline-based ideas of child-rearing on hi s children.
Or, were the father a clergym an, not only would his re ligious ideas likely penetrate
his family life , but also hi s occupation would likely have structural consequences on
the family, as is certainly the case with the Methodist minister who i s expected to frequently move from one geographical location to another.
A s tronger contribution to
socialization theory might be developed, therefore, if the extent of influence by occupation were inc luded in future s tudies following the leads provided in dle Mill er &
Swanson analysis.
It is intriguing to speculate upon how the authors might propose to deal with the
con sequence of making the whole range of integra tive possibilities a variable in the ir
analysis of socialization technique s. For instance , what would be the ir prediction on
socialization proces ses and outcomes for a ge neration of youngsters who had been
molded to the welfare-bureaucratic ideology. only to find that bt?fore the soc ialization
proce ss was comp leted. the ir society was re-defined by some s uch term s as Rational Automated or Warfare-Surviva l? What. for e xample . would be the dis tin ctive conditions for the modification of cognitive processes, of motivation. of acquired reward .
of instrumental responses which would have to e ventuate in order for the SOCializ ing
agent to carry out his re sponsibility for continued socialization or r e-socialization?
Such bizarre speculation only serves to em phasize the multiple per son a I i ry consequences of socialization varia bles.
Under conditions of fa irly rapid soc ie tal change .
it appears that the possible variation in e ffect of any SOCialization variable. according
to the already establishe d personality characteristics of the child. would be of paramount concern to the social psychologi s t. 8
Obviou s ly , THE CHANGING AMERICAN PAR ENT offer s new and cha llenging insights into socialization themes and practices . All such empirical and theo r e tical explanations may be thought of as contributing to the on-going process of research into
new dimensions of socialization.
Mille r & Swanson' s contribution to the developing
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literature in the area of socialization may be considered valuable to the extent that it
has charted a new course for scientific inquiry and aroused some curiosity to search
for additional evidence along their divergent path.

11tis book review is based upon an earlier paper prepared while the author held an
NSF College Faculty Fellowship, Vanderbilt University.
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